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V O LU M E‘T W E N T Y «SE V E N .
« . R O Y E R , M. D .,

Practising Physician,
tra ppe ,

1

Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

§§§§
jn

W . W A LTER S,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Y. W E B E R , M. D .,

Practising Physician,
FVANSBURO-, Pa. Office H ours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.

Ï*Li. A. KRUMEN, M. D .,

Homeopathic Physician,

O A R V E V L . SHOJ9IO,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
321 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN,
At Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
Prompt attention given to all legal business.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
Bankruptcy.
1-10

OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Offloe Hours : Until 9 J l D W I N S. N Y i’E,
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
O B. H O R N IN O , M. D .,

Practising Physician,

609 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Keystone ’Phone No. 280.
English and German.

EVANSBURO, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

Jtl. M E R K E L ,

Practical Barber,

B . B . P . PEA C E,

D

5-9.

D entist,

(JOB. MAIN AND DkKALB STBEETS
NORBISTOWfc, PA.
Booms 303 and 80S. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

^ jlira p a n d R e li a b le D e n tis tr y .

Df, N. S. Sorneman, f l l f t

(Successor to J. F. Illick), COLLEGE VILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confiden tth a t I can please the most par
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

S

P . SPA R E,

Contractor and Builder,
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
6aply.

209 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.

H . H A M E R , M. D .,
In active practice 20 years. The only place J
where Pure Laughing Gras is made a specialty
for the P a in l e ss extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
H om eopathic Physician,
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.
OOLLEG-EVILLE, PA. Offloe Hours : Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

D

It. § . D . C O R N ISH ,

DENTIST,

^1

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

It. F R A N K B R A N D R E T H ,

D

S, B O O N S,
SCHWENKSVILDE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
«
lloct

(Successor to Dr. Okas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
EOYEESFOBD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

Tjt 6 . H O B SO N ,

A ttorney-at- Law,
NORRISTOWN

and

COLLEGE VILLE.

All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repreicnted. At home, Oollegeville, every evening.

J3D W A R D E . E O N «,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Settlement of Estates a
.Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
Okfass : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
(Opp. Coffirt House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
marshal & Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS
TOWN, PA.
««A Ho tary P u bl ic .

r t E O . W . ZIM M ERM AN,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

Jg

S. P O L E Y ,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA.
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

A C T IN G ,
P A IN L E S2S5 ECXENT RTS.
O u r L atest. I m p r o v e d M e th o d .

Best Teeth, $5.00
Gold Crowns, 5.00
High Grade Work Only at
Reasonable Prices.

TEETH WITHOUT PLATES.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
ISF” Open Evenings and Sundays.

<76SWEDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornance

Building, NOBBISTOWN, PA.
At Residence, Oollegeville, every evening.

M

Impaired Digestion

May not be all that is meant by dyspepsia
now, but It will be if neglected. ,
The uneasiness after eating, fits of nerv
A ttorney-at- Law,
ous headache, sourness of the stomach, and
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crotor Build
disagreeable belching may not be very bad
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
now, but they will be U the stomach Is
Dong Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar. suffered to grow weaker.
Dyspepsia is such a miserable disease
that the tendency to it should be given
Q E O R G E N . CORSO N,
early attention. This is completely over,
come by •
A ttorney-at- Law,
AVNE R . E O N G ST R E T H

NO. 48EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
pxKALB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Gan be consulted in German and English.
J O n N T. W AGNER,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
415SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness and accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Gan be seen evenings at Ironbridge.
5jan.

T M. ZIMMERMAN,

ifJ •

Justice o f th e P eace,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
token. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
«ales a specialty.

J O H N S . H U N SIC K E R ,

Justice of th e P eace,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
tended o. Charges reasonable.

B.

TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
charges.
20jan.

F.¥. Sclera’s
13025674
Oollegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.■
Finest grades of
jigars and tobacco
alway00on hand.

TOHN H . C A S S E L B E R R Y ,

Surveyor & C onveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerkJy» of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
*• O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa
18oc.

P . B A L D W IN ,

Real E state Broker,
AND CONVEYANCER.
Public Sales on Commission. LOANS, Fire
uud Life Iusurance, rent and.incomes collected,
©states managed and general business agent,
property of every description FOR SALE and
fent. Bell Telephoue, No. 7X. Address,
'-'OUegeville, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.

J^d w

ard

which strengthens thewhole digestive system
HOW LITTLE IT COST3.
fow little it costs, if we give it a thought.
To make happy some heart each dayl
Just one kind word or a tender smile
As we go on our daily way;
Perchance a look will suffice .to clear
The cloud from a neighbor's face
And the press of a hand in sympathy
A sorrowful tear efface.
One walks in sunlight; another goes
All weary in the shade.
One treads a path that is fair and smooth)
Another must pray for aid.
It costs so little i I wonder why
We give it so little thought.
A smile, kind words, a glance, a touch)
What magic with them is wrought I
—Exchange.

» • » # ■+-+» • # - • •■■■+ - •

The Blessing of “
A New Moon. ¡¡
A STORY OF THE EAST. ^ )

W. H D IK I I.,

Justice of th e P eace,

JJ

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

D A V ID ,
P a in t e r a n d

P aper-H anger,
Oo l l e g e v i l l e * p a . 4®* samples of paper
. always on hand.

At one corner of a dark, narrow street
In the old quarter of Belgrade, a sec
tion of the city which is at one and the
same time a bazaar, a Mohammedan
paradise and a resort of criminals,
there Is a small cafe kept by an Italian,
Mme. Peregrin!.
In tbis dubious establishment a
young man was seated one evening,
reading a Vienna paper, paying no re
gard to the various other occupants of
the room, all of whom were engaged
with their own affairs. Some gypsies
at the further end of the cafe were
playing wild, plaintive melodies on
their violins, while their black eyed
women beat time upon tambourines
and danced with melancholy grace.
Suddenly Mme. Peregrlnl placed a
hand upon the young man’s shoulder
and bending her head to his ear, said
softly:
“You are unhappy, Mr. Bukarest.
What is the matter?”
“I am going to leave Belgrade,” he
replied.
“Because you cannot marry the fine
lady with whom you are In love?”
Naome Bukarest shrugged his shoul
ders. “I have an uncle In Constanti
nople; he Is a merchant there. I am
going to see him. Can you tell me the
cheapest way of getting there?”
“You have hit upon a lucky time,"
answered the woman. “There Is a lady
here who has noticed you on several
occasions; she Is deeply Interested In
you. Her father Is a captain and no
doubt will take you on his vessel.

A C C E PT T H E T R U T H W H E R E V E R F O U N D .

his head and yielded himself to their
Come with me.”
The hostess led the handsome young mercy.
Israelite into a small adjoining room,
Sahag employed him at various work
whose sole piece of furniture consisted in the house and gardens, Naome prov
of a Turkish divan. Upon this divan ing himself capable and willing. In a
was stretched a pretty young woman in month’s time the Armenian was suffi
an odd costume, partly oriental, partly ciently well satisfied with his docility
Hungarian. She received the stranger to offer him for sale to a rich widow
with a coquettish smile and listened who was desirous of purchasing a
attentively to Mme. Peregrini’s narra slave.
tion of the matter at hand. Then mine
Naome cast a timid glance upon his
hostess left the room, and Varvasa—for possible owner. She was a graceful,
this was the name of the pretty crea slender woman of medium height, en
ture—invited Naome to take a seat be veloped in a blue cloak embroidered in
side her. The conversation soon grew gold, and he noticed, in spite of her
bright and animated, and the young thick veil, that the dark eyes examined
man fell a willing victim to the charm him attentively. “I am offering you a
of the girl’s presence. It seemed as perfect jewel,” said Sahag, touching
though he were under the influence of Naome upon the shoulder; “young,
opium, and that all sorts of graceful strong, intelligent, good tempered and
and fantastic spirits hovered around of excellent family. You will find him
him.'
perfection, Zamira Ben Oporto, and I
It was soon arranged that he should warrant you would much prefer having
leave with Varvasa and her father, Cap such a face as that before you than
tain Trifoniades, for the “Golden Horn.” that Of a repulsive negro.”
The girl accepted Naome’s escort upon
Zamira made no reply, contenting
leaving the cafe, and at the corner of herself by making a careful examina?
the house turned abruptly into a dark tion of the merchandise offered. She
side street. There, in the heavy shadow Inspected his teeth, his muscles, his
of the houses, she threw her arms arms, very much as she would have ex
about the young man’s neck and amined a young horse in which she did
clasped him in a close embrace.
not propose being deceived, and finally
giving him two vigorous blows upon
The next evening the captain met the chest she nodded acquiescently and
Naome by appointment at the cafe, and began bargaining with Sahag. The
dame to terms with him regarding the discussion consumed considerable time,
expense of the voyage. The price was but at last the price was agreed upon,
moderate, so moderate that Naome felt the widow paid for the new slave, and
he would still have a comfortable little an hour later he was In her bouse.
sum left after his passage had been
Zamira was the widow of a wealthy
paid. The captain’s daughter was pres merchant. She carried,on an extensive
ent as well; but this time she had with business with the Indies, dealing in
her three pretty young girls—one a Ser eastern stuffs —slippers, jewels, pipes
vian, the other two Hungarians—whom and arms—and her three merchant
she Lad promised to place in good situ ships plying the Black and Mediterra
ations at Constantinople; one to enter nean seas brought her in a large In
a dressmaker’s establishment, the other come.
to be cashier In a cafe, the third lady’s
At first she was annoyed that Naome
maid to an Austrian countess.
understood so little Arabian. She had
“You see, my friend,” said Varvasa, wished to employ him as a salesman
turning to Naome, “you are going to and was obliged Instead to place him
travel In pleasant company. I am al among the porters who unloaded the
most afraid you will be unfaithful to goods and carried them into the ware
me.”
houses. Soon, however, another feeling
The color flew to Naome’s face, and awoke In the pretty widow’s breast
Varvasa gave him a light tap upon the She discovered that she was Interested
shoulder, as though to say, “I am quite In the new slave; that he pleased her
sure that I can count upon your abso more day by day; that he intruded up
lute devotion.”
her thoughts in spite of herself, and,
Two days later the little company on
feeling that these emotions were un
boarded Captain Trifoniades’ vessel worthy of her, she grew angry and ex
and began their voyage down the asperated against this unconscious en
Danube. Varvasa devoted much of her emy of her peace.
time to Naome. She permitted him a
And Naome? Once only had the
thousand little familiarities which gave ample veil floated hack and revealed
unmistakable signs of her favor and the noble, spiritual face, once only had
completed his enthrallment by the dark the heavy Turkish cloak been laid aside
witchery of her eyes and the soft, and his eyes had rested for a brief mo
warm pressure of her little band.
ment upon her graceful, supple figure,
The evening had closed in upon them but from that moment he was hers by
by the time they had cleared the mouth that divine right which knows neither
of &e river. At midnight another ves
sel approached, the captains exchanged command nor obedience. Her presence
signals and soon the two boats were filled his soul by day, and by night the
touching one another. The Greek or thought of her controlled and possessed
dered Naome and the three girls to him.
step over to the other vessel.
One day Zamira summoned him and
“And why, pray?” asked Naome In
announced Inat henceforth he should
surprise. “What does all this mean?”
“Come, we have not time for expla be one of her personal slaves. He
nations,” said Varvasa in a tone of gazed upon the lovely creature as she
rested luxuriously against the sllkeq
authority.
She herself crossed first on the Im cushions. . Truly she was fair to look
provised bridge and the others fol upon. Her long Persian cloak, studded
In silver and lined with ermine, re
lowed.
The Greek sailed on, and a strange vealed the'graceful outlines of her fig
feeling of uneasiness oppressed Naome. ure, and her unhappy servant felt hie
Varvasa beckoned him to follow her whole body thrill as with an electric
Into the cabin, though truly the apart shock as he listened in respectful
silence to her command.
ment seemed less like a cabin than a
Letting her dark, piercing eyes Ilnget
harem, with Its Turkish divans, Per upon him for an instant, Zamira or
sian rugs and panther skins.
dered him to put on her slippers, and
Throwing herself upon the gold em then bade him bring her coffee.
broidered cushions and looking at het
Naome obeyed, but in bis trepidation
captive with an ironical smile, the girl he stumbled upon the rug and upset
said quietly, “Now you are mine.”
the precious mocha.
At that moment the portiere was
“Stupid!” cried Zamira, in a rage. “1
drawn aside and a handsome, powerful shall have to give you a lesson!”
Armenian entered. Placing his hands
She rose, seized the whip which waa
upon his hips he laughed softly, and always near at hand for such emer
then gave a low whistle, whereupon gencies, and despite Naome’s falling on
two negroes stepped into the cabin, his knees before her and crossing his
seized Naome, threw him to the ground arms in submission she let the lash
and bound him.
whistle through the air and gave him
“You have done well,” said the Ar several cuts across the back, then
menian, turning to Varvasa. “The girls throwing her Instrument of torture
are young and pretty and will orna behind her she ordered the culprit to
ment the richest harems. But whal quit^the room.
are you going to do with this fellow?”
When he had gone she threw herself
he added, pointing to Naome.
upon the divan, bit her nails In the
“We will sell him in Asia Minor. wild heat of her anger, and finally,
White slaves are a rarity. We' can yielding to the feeling of shame that
easily find a purchaser for him.”
overwhelmed her, reproached herself
The negroes picked up the poor cap bitterly and burst into a flood of tears.
tive as they would a bale and, carry
But Naome was kissing the stripe
ing him outside, threw him in a dark upon his arm where his mistress’ lash
comer among piles of ropes and -vari had fallen.
ous casks.
That same evening the new moon
“Where am I?” asked Naome of one hung like a glqrious jewel In the sky,
of the sailors passing by, “and to whom and Zamira, attracted by the beauty of
does this cursed ship belong?”
the night, had thrown her veil about
“Our master’s name is Sahag; he sells her and wandered In the garden unat
Armenian slaves.”
tended. The soft, consoling light of
“And Varvasa?”
the moon shone for our poor captive as
“Is his wife. She is as wily as a ser well, and, unconsciously almost, he
pent. It would be hard to find her equal found himself seated under a large
for catching the game. You are not olive tree near the house. The green
the first whom she has handed over to sward about him was decked with
her husband. She knows how to deal flowers, a grove of orange and lemon
with human merchandise, I tell you, trees stretched down toward the sea,
and It would take the devil himself to whose waves were silvered In the
outwit her in the trade.”
moonlight, and the sweet breath of the
Naome asked no more questions. night, laden with heavy fragrance,
With a sign of despair, he pressed his soothed and comforted him.
burning forehead against the damp rig
Suddenly one of the myths of the
ging of the boat.
Talmud recurred to him
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
“When God created* the two celes
Sahag ran his vessel Into one of the tial lights and assigned them their
small harbors on the Asia Minor coast. places in the heavens, the moon ap
The four victims were gagged, thrown proached him and said:
Into bags, placed with other merchan
“ ‘O Lord, it isn’t well that two of
dise upon a wagon and driven off at a thy servants should be of the same
rapid pace. Upon reaching the high rank. Make me, I pray thee, larger
walled courtyard of the Armenian’s and more brilliant than the sun.’
house, the prisoners were released from
“And the Lord was angered and said:
the bags and led Into the presence of 'Thou art right, but because thou hast
Sahag and his wife.
desired to be raised above thy com
“My dear little friends,” said Varvasa panion therefore sbalt thon be set be
to the girls, who stood In fear and neath him, and from this time forth
trembling before her, “a great happi shalt thou be smaller than he and thy
ness awaits you. You will soon be light less powerful.’
surrounded by luxury and riches, but
“The moon grew pale and sorrow
you cannot accept this good fortune fully departed from the presence of the
until yon have passed through a novi Creator.
tiate. I will take the trouble of teach
“Then God pitied her and gave her
ing yon the art of pleasing your future the stars for companions.”
master and of being able to keep his
The blessing of the new moon Is a
affections.
' “And you,” she continued in an iron religious observance which the pious
ical tone, turning to Naome, “the first Jew never neglects, and here, far from
things that you must learn will be obe his home and kindred, a captive and
dience and submission, so let me give stranger in a strange land, Naome felt
you some good advice. Resign yourself more Imperatively than ever the need
to your fate. You will find an excel of performing this ceremony.
Crossing the garden Zamira was
lent master In Sahag, but If you are
struck with amazement at seeing her
refractory”—
slave standing a few paces before her,
“Ah, In that case,” added the Ar his face turned toward the moon. She
menian, who had just entered, “I know stepped
back noiselessly and, standing
of certain means which have proved in the shadow
of some cypress trees,
efficacious on other occasions.”
listened
to
him
as he pronounced a
So saying, he seized a large whip and
made It whistle through the air with benediction which fell upon her ears
such force that his pretty wife broke with sweet and tender association:
“Blessed be thou, O God, who renewout into a loud, brutal laugh.
est the moon I”

The prisoner made no reply, lowered

D A R E TO M A IN T A IN

THE

Extending his arms three times
toward the heavenly orb, he exclaimed:
“As I stretch out my arms toward
thee without being able to touch thee,
so may my enemies remain far from
me!”
Then waving the ends of his caftan
he added:
"As I shake the dust from off me, so
may I scatter all evil spirits and those
who hate me!”
Zamira stepped suddenly from out
the shadows.
With a cry of dismay Naome threw
himself at her feet.
“You are an Israelite!” exclaimed his
mistress, and as he ventured no reply
she continued: “Why did you not tell
me this? I, too, am a Jewess; but liv
ing among Mohammedans and Ar
menians I have been forced to control
my religion. Pardon what I have done
to you. My reparation will be to give
you your liberty. You shall return to
your country by the first vessel that
sails.”
“No, my mistress, that punishment
would be more cruel than the lash. Let
me remain here. I ask nothing more
than to be your slave. Place your foot
upon my neck, and let me kiss It each
time that It touches me.”
Zamira gazed at him in amazement.
“You do not detest me?” she asked in
strange embarraseipent.
“Why should I detest you?”
A glad light came into her eyes, and
with a proud movement of her head she
said: “You may remain here, but not as
my servant. That is Impossible.”
“Your will is mine,” he replied; “all I
ask of you is that you will not send me
away.”
The pretty widow laughed softly.
“Can you imagine why I struck you?”
she asked with a mischievous glance.
“Because I was angry at myself. I
Kvas ashamed of loving my slave, a man
who was not of my faith, to whom I
could never give my hand.”
“Zamira! Is It possible!” murmured
Naome.
,
For all reply she threw her arms
around his neck and pressed her lips
to his.

HOW TO REST AND SLEEP.
A Physician Gives Some Directions
For Getting; Good Results.

Any one who is nervous should be
careful how he expends energy. To
rest should not be an art difficult of
acquirement or one requiring a teacher,
yet many know very little of it. If
you are physically tired, a very few
minutes flat on your back is worth as
a means of repair an hour’s sitting in
a chair, but mind that it' be flat, not
reclining on a lounge or with your
spine bent out of shape in a deep chair
in which your weight rests on any part
of your body except the part ,intended
to support it—above all, not in a rock
ing chair, that special trap for the
nervous. Besides getting Into this po
sition you must He still in It, not hold
ing yourself down on to the couch or
endeavoring to hold that article of fur
niture down—that Is, you must be loose,
relaxed, unstrung. Look at a child
In bed, Umbs sprawled all abroad, for
“how to do It”—the ease of the careless
position Is more characteristic of per
fect relaxation than the more composed attitude of a sleeping adult, says Dr.
John K. Mitchell In Harper’s Bazar.
Learn to keep still when you rest.
When you move, move with the part of
the body needed. Do not waste your
force by walking with your arms and
face as well as with your legs. If cir
cumstances force an unusual and fa
tiguing amount of exertion upon you,
break It now and then by periods of
absolute rest. No matter how brief
they are, they will be useful If you
make them complete and perfect in the
way described. This Is true of mental
as well as bodily exertion. A minute
or two minutes of quiet, with eyes
closed If possible, with your tension re
laxed and the gearing of the machinery
thrown off for the moment, will help
and refresh you greatly. Here, again,
more may be gained if the ability to re
lax mentally can be secured in a fash
ion similar to the withdrawing of mus
cular tension. Learn to empty your
mind when not using it.
This will not only help for the pur
pose of temporary repose, but may be
made useful in bringing about sleep.
It can, like the trick of muscle relaxa
tion, be acquired and made habitual.
You will then be less liable to have
your day’s work of worry pursue you
to bed and fasten upon you, to the
banishment of all possibility of going
to sleep, or if you escape this, follow
you into the land of Nod and hag ride
you In your dreams.
Dr. Mitchell gives some good advice
about the art of wooing sleep that is
worth quoting.
“Overanxiety about sleep hinders its
coming and makes one wakeful. Mus
cular relaxation and a mind emptied of
thought are the preliminary requisites,”
he says. “It may be worth while to
add that while we know very little of
the physiology of sleep, it is pretty cer
tain that the amount of blood in the
brain is lessened during sleep, though
whether this diminution in the blood
supply is preliminary to or consequent
upon sleep is unsure. The ordinary
household remedies for wakefulness
are founded on this fact—a hot foot
bath, a hot water bag to the body, a
warm drink, which draws blood to the
stomach, all having more or less di
rectly the effect of reducing the quan
tity of blood in the head. ¿Almost ail
sleep producing medicines act in the
same manner, but these are undesirable
for nervous people, who too easily grow
dependent upou them. The habit of
their use is not so dangerous as the
slavery to pain suppressing drugs, the
greatest reason against them being
rather In their somewhat depressing
nervous and physical after effects. On
the other hand, thought certainly in
creases the amount of blood In the
head.”
Living In Hope.

A cab driver of the night hawk species,
who begins to look for his prey even
before the sun goes down, patronizes
a little Italian bootblack named Tony.
Every evening about 6 o’clock he pulls
up In front of Tony’s stand, climbs
from his perch, seats himself In the
chair and demands a shine. Tony al
ways responds with great alacrity, but
never gets any pay. Still he seems sat
isfied.
“How Is it you shine his shoes for
nothing?” asked another customer one
evening, as the Jehu climbed up to his
seat and drove off.
“Dat’s Jeem,” replied Tony, smiling
until his white teeth fairly gleamed.
“Jeem ls-a ma frien’.”
. __

TRUTH.

§§§§
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“Yes, he seems to be yonr friend,"
said the man in the chair. “You give TAM IN G W IL D B E A S T S
him a shine every night, don’t you?
What has he ever done for you?”
T H E Q U A L IT IES T H A T A RE E SSE N TIA L
“Oh, Jeem, he’s-a all right,” replied
IN A TR A IN ER .
Tony. “He’s a good-a feL He say to
me once, Tony, you give-a me a shine
evra day, an* some-a time I tak-a you Subjugating a Lion la a Task: That
Calls For Something More Than
out an’ give-a you a ride.’ ”
Mere Courage—
The Trainer Uses a
'How long ago was that?” asked the
Chair, but Not to Sit On.
customer.
“T’ree year ago,” said Tony, still
The wild beast tamer as generally
smiling. “Some-a time Jeem, he tak-a pictured is a mysterious person who
me out. Jeem, he’s a good-a fel."—
stalks about sternly In high boots and
Philadelphia Record.
possesses a remarkable power of the
eye that makes lions and tigers quail
Work.
Work does not necessarily imply at his look and shrink away. He rules
manual labor. There are people who. by fear, and the crack of his whip is
If they see you without anything In supposed to bring memories of tortur
your hands—spade or hammer, book, ing points and redhot irons.
pen or paintbrush, or what not—as
Such Is the story book lion tamer,
sume that you are necessarily Idling and I may as well say at once that out
away your time. There is a story told side of story books he has small exist
of Archbishop Tait that some guest at
Addington asked one of the chaplains ence. There is scarcely any truth In
what the archbishop, who had appar this theory of hate for hate and con
ently spent the entire day strolling quest by fear. It Is no more-fear that
about the garden picking caterpillars makes a lion walk on a ball than It Is
off the flowers or watching the birds fear that makes a horse pull a wagon.
on the lawn, meant by saying that it It is habit. The lion Is perfectly will
was one of his busiest days in the year. ing to walk on the ball, and he has
“So it is,” replied the chaplain. “His reached that mind, not by cruel treat
grace has been preparing his charge to ment, but by force of hls trainer’s pa
the clergy, and tomorrow he will be tience and kindness and superior intel
able to sit down and dictate It right off ligence.
to me or some other of hls secretaries.”
Of course, a wild beast tamer should
—London Post.
have a quick eye and delicate sense of
hearing, so that he may be warned of
tyieer Idea of Care*.
a sudden spring at him or a rush from
Modern wisdom smiles at the super behind, and it is important that he be
stitious charms our fore fathers and a sober man, for alcohol breaks the
mothers used to depend upon to cure nerve or gives a false courage worse
their Ills and preserve them in health. than folly, but the quality on which he
We are not all wise folk yet, by any must, chiefly rely and which alone can
means, but at least we do not believe, make him a great tamer—not a second
as the Devon and Cornwall people uged rate bungler—is a genuine fondness for
to do, that the knucklebone of a leg his animals.
of mutton worn round the neck Is a
This does not mean that the animals
sure cure for sciatica, or that “black will necessarily be fond of the tamer;
heads” In the face will disappear im some will be fond of him, some will be
mediately If the afflicted Individual indifferent to him, some will fear and
creeps under an arched bramble hate him. Nor will the trainer’s fond
branch.
ness protect him from fang and claw.
A Somersetshire cure for consump We see that there is danger always, ac
tion was to lead or carry the sufferer cident often, but without the fondness
through a flock of sheep In the early there would be greater danger and
morning, when they were first let out more frequent accident. A fondness
of the fold. Some mothers used to for lions and tigers gives sympathy for
place consumptive children In cots In them, and understanding gives mastery
the center of a sheepfold and there of them, or as much mastery as pos
leave them from 11:30 to 1 o’clock In sible. What but this fondness would
the morning, believing that the malady keep a tamer constantly with hls ani
would pass away before the rising of mals, not only In the public show (the
that morn’s sun.
easiest part), but in the dens, in the
West of England folk say that an treacherous runaway, In the strange
Invalid, when going out for the first night hours, in the early morning
walk during- convalescence, must take romp, when no one is looking, when
care to “go with the sun, from east to there is no reason for being with them
west, or west to east, if after sundown; except the tamer’s own joy in it?
otherwise a serious relapse cannot be
I do not purpose to present in detail
avoided.”
the methods of taming wild beasts,
In South Wales, as late as 1848, a rather what happens after they are
woman who had been bitten by a mad tamed: but I may say that a lion
donkey was persuaded by her neigh tamer always begins by spending weeks
bors to go and eat grass in the nearest or months in gaining a new animal's
churchyard.—McCall’s Magazine.
confidence.
Day after day he will stand for a long
Reggie and the Flood.
time outside the cage, merely looking
Reginald, 8 years old, has lately be at the Hon, talking to him, impressing
gun to attend Sunday school. Thus upon the beast a general familiarity
far his education has been along “lib with his voice and person. And each
eral” lines and has Included more hu time, as he goes away, he is careful
morous nursery rhymes than Scripture, to toss a piece of meat as a pleasant
but dow he is being taught something memento of his visit.
Later he ventures inside the bars,
of the Bible. The lesson last Sunday
was on the flood and the landing of the carrying some simple weapon—a whip,
ark. To prepare him for hls appear a rod, perhaps a broom, which is more
ance at Sunday school hls sister Con- formidable than might be supposed,
stania, aged 15, drilled Reginald a lit through the jab of its sharp bristles.
tle, and to make It Interesting she gave One tamer used a common chair with
him all the poetry and stprles about much success against unbroken Hons.
If the creature came at him, there were
the ark that she could think of.
At the Sunday school the teacher the four legs in his face, and soon the
seemed pleased with Reginald’s Inter chair came to represent boundless
power to that Ignorant lion. He feared
est In the subject, and she asked him;
“What verse In the chapter about the it and hated it, as was seen on one
occasloa when the tamer left it in the
flood did you like best, Reginald?”
And he answered confidently and cage and the lion promptly tore It Into
splinters.
loudly:
Days may pass before the Hon will
“He drove the animals two by two,
The el-ee-phant and the kangaroo 1"
let hls tamer do more than merely
After his recollection of the Scripture stay Inside the cage at a distance. Very
had been corrected by the elimination well; the tamer stays there. He waits
of this passage the teacher told how hour after hour, week after week, until
the animals on the ark Included all the a time comes when the Hon will let
known existing species. Reginald has him move nearer, will permit the touch
a very fair knowledge of geography, of his band, will come forward for a
and be promptly put this question to piece of meat, and at last treat him like
a friend, so that finally he may sit
the teacher:
“How did the Rocky mountain goat there quite at ease and even read his
newspaper, as one man did.
get on the ark?”
Lastly begins the practice of tricks.
The question remains unanswered.—
The lion must spring to a pedestal aDd
New York Mail and Express.
he fed, he must jump from one pedestal
to another and be fed, must keep a cer
Go to Bed at 10.
One of the foremost surgeons, who is tain pose and be fed. A bit of meat is
a medical adviser to the throne, was always the final argument, and the
called in to prescribe for a lady friend tamer wins (If he wins at all, for he
of mine who is very active In fashion sometimes fails) by patience and kind
able life. She was suffering from ner ness.
“There is no use getting angry with
vous breakdown, and he found her gen
erally out of order In brain, eyes, heart a Hon,” said a weU known tamer to me,
and digestive organs. I am going to “and there Is no use in carrying a re
tell you freely what he said, though it volver. If you shoot a Hon or injure
him with any weapon, It Is yonr loss,
cost her $50 to hear him:
“I cannot cure you,” says he, “but for you must buy another lion, and the
you can easily cure yourself. All you chances are that he wiU kill yon any
have to do Is io go to bed at 10 o’clock way,- if he starts to do it. The thing is
every night, no matter what company to keep him from starting.”—Cleveland
you are entertaining or what tempta Moffett in St. Nicholas.
tion you have to go out and stay out
Special Business.
late. I do It, and have for years re
When I arrived at Black Rock, I in
fused to allow any business or pleasure
to Interfere with my habit. If you quired at the village tavern for a man
don’t do it, your friends will say; ‘Mrs. of the name of Wharton, who had
---- was a clever woman. How well seme land to seU.
“Do you mean old Bill Wharton?”
she used to entertain us! But she is
“Yes.”
dead and gone.’ If you do it, they will
“Got land down on Bass river?”
have no chance to declare you dead
«Yes.”
and gone for many a year to come.
“Well, he lives about three miles out
There, that’s my prescription. You will
not follow It, I know, but It Is all I of town.”
“Can I get a horse?”
have to offer or suggest.”—Julian Ralph
“Yes, but It won’t do you any good.”
In Collier’s Weekly.
“Is he 111?”
“Not that I know of, but he wouldn’t
A Dog Star,
The perfect obedience of dogs who see the president of the United States
perform In public Is the result of a before next Wednesday. If you can
wonderful amount of patience on the wait seven or eight days, you can get
part of their trainers, hut once they to talk about that land with him.”
“Then he has some special business
learn their tricks, they seldom forget
them. A dog trainer says in the Phila on hand*?”
“Special business? Well, I should
delphia Record that there is one sound
which a trick dog never forgets. It is say so and no mistake. Today him and
the exclamation “Ip!” very short and old Pete Davis sat down to a game of
checkers for the championship of the
sharp.
In teaching a dog to turn somersaults, county.”—Philadelphia Times.
we will say, a harness Is generally
Basuto Sayings.
used, and when the trainer says “Ip I”
over goes the dog, whether It wants to
The Basutos are addicted to meta
or not. After a while it learns to asso phor, and their metaphorical sayings
ciate the sound with the motion, and are numerous and interesting. The
gradually the harness Is discarded.
following are a few ln.common use and
Walking along one of the Philadel are given as specimens:
phia streets recently, this trainer
“Men may meet, but mountains
passed a dog that he recognized as a »ever;” “Do not prick an enemy with a
public performer. Just for fun the two pointed needle, as that hurts your
trainer said “Ip!”
self quite as much as it does him;” “A
Quick as a flash doggie turned a back mother Is like the cow which sustains
somersault on the sidewalk. The dog’s the family in time of drought;” “One
owner scowled at the trainer, but the hand washes another;” “A sitting hen
passersby were- openly amused, while never gets fat,” an answer to our “roll
the “star” trotted gayly off with the air ing stone” aphorism. When all is quiet
in the land, thev say. “We are sitting
of one who bad done hls duty.

down building houses." Another say
ing is, “A man who is patient eats
fatted beasts, but' an Impatient man
has to content himself with the flesh of
a lean goat.”—Chambers’ Journal.
Called Lorillard’» Bluff.

Heavy bettor as he was, Pierre Lorit
lard once met hls match when he ran
up against gray bearded James E.
Kelly, who Introduced bookrhaking Into
this country. It was nearly a genera
tion ago and at Jerome park. Kelly
was laying 2Ys to 1 against one of
Lorillard’s horses In a big stake event.
The news went to Mr. Lorillard, seated
on hls coach on the clubhouse lawn.
“I’ll Just take a Uttle of the conceit
out of that sawed off Irishman,” said
Lorillard to Wright Sanford, Newbold
Morris, John Hunter and a few other
congenial spirits. They started for the
ring together.
“I’ll lay $10(000 on my horse at that
price, Kelly,” said Mr. Lorillard in his
princely fashion, expecting to see Kelly
wilt and refuse to take the wager.
“Certainly, Mr. Lorillard.” Then
turning to his sheet writer, Kelly said:
“$25,000 against $10,000, Pierre Loril
lard.” Quickly he turned to the to
bacco magnate with a polite “Much
obliged to you, Mr. Lorillard; very
much obliged. Would you or your
friends care to bet another $10,000 at
the same odds? -Should be delighted
to accommodate you.”
“What a nerve!” was all Mr. Loril
lard could say as he turned on his heel
and walked away.
Jimmy Kelly won the bet, for Lorillard’s horse was beaten.—New York
Times.
The Landlubber Ducks of Sahara.

“The proverbial fondness of ducks
for water would lead one to presup
pose that of all the world the most des
titute of ducks would be the Sahara
desert and that if a stray ‘springtail’
happened to drift into that region he
would either vamoose or turn up his
toes with briefest delay. Well, not at
all,” said a Frenchman who was for
merly a resident of Tunis.
“There are parts of the desert where
ducks abound, flourish and multiply
with every evidence of perfect satis
faction. The fowi is sUghtly different
from any of the varieties we know In
this country, but It has the same flat
bill, extensive breast and web feet,
showing that It was once a water bird,
though now It scarcely finds enough to-1
drink and has become too provident to
waste any of the precious fluid in ablu
tions. Like the other good Mussulmans
of the country, they take their prescrib
ed bath In the sand, and their web feet
come in very handy as snowshoes to
walk upon the deep yielding dust. I t
is claimed by an eminent French orni
thologist that the Saharan ducks are
the remains of a race of aquatic birds
which frequented those seas when the
present desert was a part of the Atlan
tic ocean.”
Holes In Everything.

You are skeptical about the accuracy
of this statement and ask why water
does not leak from a bottle If there are
holes in everything? The answer is
simple enough—the drops or globules
of water are bigger than the holes.
Taking glass as an Illustration, we find
that air is about, the only substance
that can get through those holes.
A scientist proposes the following a»
an experiment: Place a bell In a bottle
exhausted of air and hermetically
sealed. The bell will not ring because
the medium for conveying sound is not
there.
Set the bottle aside for a few months,
then try the bell again, and it will ring,
faintly, perhaps, but nevertheless there
will be a sound. That means that the
air has got In. It has made Its way
through the holes In the glass.
The Incandescent lamp Is a bulb of
glass exhausted of air so that the slen
der filament may glow when the elec
tricity runs along it. The air works
Its way in gradually and the light, be
comes less brilliant In proportion.
N eg ro S u p e rs titio n .

Many of the negro superstitions In
Kentucky are quite Interesting. An
old philosopher told me with great
gravity: “If you want peppahs to grow,
you must git mad. My old ’oman an
me had a spat, an I went right out
an planted my peppahs, an they come
right up.” Still another saying Is that
peppers to prosper must be planted
by a redheaded or by a high tempered
person.
The negro also.says that one never
sees a Jaybird on Friday, for the bird
visits hls satanlc majesty to "pack kin
dling” on that day. The three signs
hi which negroes place Implicit trust
are the well known ones of the ground
hog’s appearing above ground on the
2d of February, that a hoe must not be
carried through a house or a death will
follow and that potatoes must be plant'
ed In the dark of the moon as well a!
all vegetables that ripen In the groun
and that corn must be planted in th
light of the moon.
Lord Sonthey’s Guillotine.

The most eccentric action of an eccen
trie man was Lord Southey’s cool ar
rangement for suicide by means of a
guillotine. He had a magnificent one
erected in the drawing room of his
house in the Rue du Luxembourg at
Paris. The machine was of ebony in
laid with gold and silver, the frame
work carved with artistic skill, the
knife, sharp as a razor, was of polished
and ornamented steel. Preparing for
death, hls lordship had his hair cut
clbse, and, clothed in a robe of white
silk, he kneeled upon the platform
under the knife before a mirror and
pressed the spring which should release
the knife. But the spring failed to
work, and the would be suicide decided
to give the guillotine to a museum in
stead of making a second attempt to
end his life. It Is said that he made
an annual pilgrimage to see the guillo
tine until the end of hls life.
Laughter Saved the Ship.

Humor has been credited with the
saving of many things, but perhaps
never before has a ship been saved by
its judicious application. In a great
storm many years ago a ship’s crew
were all at prayers, when a boy burst
Into a fit of violent laughter. Being re
proved for his ill timed mirth and asked
the reason for It, he said, “Why, I was
laughing to think what a hissing the
boatswain’s red nose will make when it
comes in contact with the water.” This
ludicrous remark set the crew laugh
ing, Inspired them with new spirits,
and by a great exertion they brought
the vessel safely Into port—Liverpool
Post • ’_______.__
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At last one fool guilty of rocking a pleasure boat for fun
at the expense of human life is put on trial for murder. At
a Blue Mountain summer resort Miss Pinafrock, of York,
Pa., recently lost her life by drowning for no other reason
than that Frank Rinehart “rocked the boat to terrify the
women.” Now Rinehart is in the clutches of the law.
T homas Coulston, of Plymouth, authorizes his card to
be added to the list of political announcements in this issue.
Mr. Coulston is at present identified with the Sheriff’s office,
as a deputy, and he aspires to be “the man with the big
boots” himself. Tom in his peregrinations has made many
friends throughout the county and they are striving to land
him a winner at the coming convention.
T he suggestion that Editor Woodmansee of Lansdale
should be groomed as a candidate for State Senator is favor
ably received in various journalistic and other quarters.
Voices from Bucks county, including Editor Church of New
town, second the motion, while Editor Thomas of the Bristol
Gazette will throw up his hat in due time. I t is in order for
Editor Woodmansee to take his bearings and make up his
mind about i t !
T he Census Bureau at Washington has made public the
mortality statistics for the year 1900. W. A. King, Chief of
the Vital Statistics Division, says: “The most important
feature of the results presented is found in the decrease in
the general death rate in the registration area of 1.8 per 1000
of population, a decrease of Pearly 10 per cent., due to the
advances made in medical science and sanitation and in the
preventive and restrictive measures enforced by the health
authorities.”
During the great fair at Pottstown this week the politi
cal belligerents of the upper end'should agree upon a tem
porary suspension of hostilities. They have a right under
ordinary conditions to metaphorically claw each other, but
they have no right under the sun to frighten timid people
away frbm the best fair of the season. As evidence of a brief
respite from the horrors of war, ex-Senator Saylor and
Colonel Young, Esq., should link arms, walk once around the
mile track and make their best bow between the judge’s ob
servatory and the grand stand. What a pretty picture that
would b e !

soient or unusual he did not show
it in his reply,' in which he said he
had no information about the trust
and was never consulted in any
manner about the formation of the
trust or the transfer to it of the
Carnegie Steel Co., of which he was
for a time one of the legal advisers.
He intimated/ however, when he
said that the Department of Justice
was not called in to being to furnish
information to private litigants,
that he would not have furnished
the information if he had had it.
Following the Attorney General’s
letter the committee issued a state
ment declining to accept Mr. Knox’s
denial as final and challenging him
to offer a reward, in the name of the
Department of Justice, for the pro
duction of evidence that will con
vict any person or persons of having
violated the Federal Anti-trust law.
And there the matter stands now,
and is most likely to stand if a
change can only be brought about
by official action of the Attorney
General.
Mr. J. H. Bingham, Collector of
Internal Revenue for the Birming
ham, Ala. district, is visiting
Washington. He has quite a num
ber of moonshiners in his district,
and in reply to questions he said of
them: “The businees of the moon
shiner flourishes best in autumn,
when corn is fit for harvest. This
year the illicit stills have not had as
large an output in our section as
usual because of the high price of
that cereal. We put all the re
strictions possiblejupon them, but
it will probably néver be possible
to crush the business entirely. The
moonshine whisky is sold to neigh
bors and friends, and in the towns
there is always some saloon-keeper
who will purchase it when brought
to his place in the night time. ’’
There is a difference of opinion
between the Navy Department and
Admiral Schley’s counsel. The de
partment holds that inasmuch as
Rear Admiral Howison assured the
department before his selection as
member of the Schley Court of In
quiry that he was without prejudice
in the case there is no ground for
asking him to make a specific state
ment concerning a newspaper in
terview in which he was made to
condemn Schley and praise Sampson.
Schley’s counsel think that as one
of thqpi has been told by the re
porter who wrote the interview
that Howison used the language
quoted therein it is highly im
portant that Howison should be
officially called on to say something
about it. Schley has the right to
challenge any member of the court
and it may be exercised in Howi
son’s case, if he makes no denial.
The President’s proclamation in
viting the nations of the world to
participate in the St. Louis Expo
sition, makes it certain that there
will be no postponement in the date
set for the Exposition—to open not
later than May 1, 1903 and close
December 1 of the same year.
P E T A N IM A L S .

T he pressure of conflict will squeeze the latent genius
out of a man, if there is any in him. We will take Editor
Saylor of the Pottstown Blade as an illustration. During the
earlier stages of the Hendrieks-Rossiter battle in Pottstown
Editor Saylor forced the issue with chunks of prose, but of
late he is using quarter sections of poetry with telling effect.
I t was the pressure of conflict that revealed the hidden
poetic genius that is sometimes associated with auburn locks
and daring deeds of valor ! Editor Robarts must look to his
laurels, for if Editor Saylor makes another leap and goes
from poetry to music and soothes the savage breasts of
Pottstown after the cruel war is over, honors will have to be
divided somehow or another.

H o r s e W it h A p p e tite f o r C h ic k e n s .

In Colesburg, Ky., there is a
horse owned by Mr. J. R. Stoval,
and it is no unusual thing for him
to eat half a dozen spring chickens
at a meal. Recently for dinner he
consumed fourteen. He runs after
them, and as he catches them de
vours them, feathers and all. The
appetite on the part of the equine
has only recently developed, but it
has been sufficiently voracious to
put Mr. Stoval out of the poultry
business in short order.
U P H E L D S ID E W A L K C O U R T .

From the New York Evening Post.

A novel legal case in Atlanta re
cently brought out the humor of the
bench. A Justice of the Peace in
that city, when the time came to
hold court, found his second floor
court room closed against him by an
unrelenting landlord. He was equal
to the emergency, however, and
held court in the doorway at the
foot of the stairs, the contestants,
lawyers, witnesses, and jury, being
grouped on the sidewalk. The un
successful litigant filed an affidavit
of illegality. There was no claim
that each side had not been fairly
heard, or that justice had not been
done, only a plea that the Justice
had violated the statute requirement
that court must be held at a fixed
time and place. Judge Lumpkin
passed humorously on this plea, up
holding the sidewalk court. It re
minded him of the Cadi administer
ing justice under the palm tree, and
of the early English fair and market,
court of pedia pulverati, the “dustyfoot” court. He could not think
that “a judgment must needs lose
its life in descending a flight of
stairs.”
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J jiO R D IS T R IC T A T T O R N E Y ,

A. H. Hendricks,
OF POTTSTOWN. Subject to Republican
» rules.

L inen t Coats

John H. M cDowell,
OF RED HILL. Subject to Republican
Rules.
j p O R COUNTY T R E A S U R E R ,

Edward J. Caine,
OF CONSHOHOCKEN.
publican Rules.

Subject to Re

E yes in R eading
Impede their natural function when you
see these latter dots. Consult me, there

-SERGE COATS-

is something wrong with your eyes then.
I have 22 years experience as an opticiah

— AT —

and I make no charge for consultation.

=B W

Glasses when necessary provided at

REDUCTIONS^

the lowest cost.*

J. D . S a lla d e ,
HERMAN WETZEL

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.

THE LONG ESTABLISHED TAILOR,

1 6 J ila s t M a i n S t .,

O pp. G rand O p era H o u se,
5-28.

“ W ho Steals
M y Purse
Steals Trash ”

IDff ■OUt

To give our custom ers an opportunity to get cloth
in g cheap for th e rem aining four m onths
th ey can w ear them .

S u m m er Shoes.
Now is a good time to buy and plenty of
time to wear them yet.
H e n ’s R u s s e t C a lf O x fo rd
T i e s , ........................................
H e n ’s P a te n t L e a th e r O x
fo r d T ie s ........................................

THE JEWELER,

Springer’s Block and 2 2 3 M ain Street,

R Q 7 E R S F O B .il,

F A .

fir H O L ID A Y P R E S E N TS —Far EVER Y DAY USE I

The Lamp o f Steady Habits

W O H E N ’S K I D S H O E S :
B u tto n a n d JLaee, t h e $ 8 .5 0
a n d 9 3 .0 0
N ow 9 1 .0 8
B u t to n a n d JLaee, t h e 9 2 .0 0
ones
N o w 1 .4 8
F B E E D B R O S . W o r k in g S h o e s ,
p e g g e d b o tt o m s , a lw a y s
in s t o e k .

G. L A N Z ,

.50 Grade Reduced to $5.00 $4.00 Grade now
$3.00
3.50
“
“
2.85
U
u
8.50 “
6.50
2.00 and 2.50 grade now 1.85
u
u 8.50
10.00 “
Children’s Wash Suits in great
u
u 10.00
13.50 “
variety at reduced prices

I. P . W I L L I A M S ,

-OF—

The lamp that doesn't flare up or smoke, or cause you
to use bad language ; the lamp that looks good when
you get it and stays good; the lamp that you never will*
ingly part with, once you have i t ; th a t’s

I iThel . ‘. . . . .

JVew Rochester*

(2 )

Other lamps may be offered you as “ just as good ”_

they may be, in some respects, but for all around good
ness, there’s only one. The New Rochester. To make
sure the larfip offered you is genuine, look for the nn.m*>
on i t ; every lamp has it. (800 Varieties.)

Old Lamp» Made New.

We can fill every lamp want. No m atter whether you

J* * a new lamp or stove, an old one repaired or refln-

H . It. N Y C E .

S t .,

6 E. Main St.

Close at 6 p. m. on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday.
•

NORRISTOWN

HAYS YOUR WANTS

ft

FOR

SUMMER FOOTWEAR

ished, a vase mounted or other make of lamp transform- 1
ed into a New R o c h e s te r, we can do it. Let u s |
send you literature on the subject.
J
We are 5PECIALIST5 in the treatm en t of diseases of \
Lamps. Consultation FREE. •
THE BOCHESTEB LAMP CO., 38 P ark Place & 83 Barclay St., Sew York.

Be N obby

i8
iI U p-to-D ate!

if

i

— AND —

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

YOU WILL
Collegeville Shoe Store !
MAKE NO
MISTAKE |
i

ft
ft

ft
f
t
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub
lican rules.
f
t
Children’s, Misses’ and Women’s >OneStrap Patent Leather Sandals, 75c. to $1.25. f t

Geo. H. Anders,

MEN’S, BOYS’ M YOUTHS’ SUITS

STRAW H A TS--50 dozen to close out at any old price.

N O R R IST O W N . P A .

NORRISTOWN, PA.

211 D e K a l b

T his M onth w e are m aking a SPECIAL REDUC
TION in all our LIGHT-W EIGHT

Serge and Flannel S u its: Men’s & Boys’ Linen Suits:

The time to buy Clothing
Cheaply is now.

SUPPLIED AT THE

J i O R COUKTY T R E A S U R E R ,

AUGUST « CLOTH

BUT

— AND —

NORRISTOWN, PA.
j p O R D IR E C T O R O F T H E PO O R

-F O E ,

Don’t L et D ots On Y our

ODDS AND ENDS IN

Can’t be said about the Purses and Pocketbooks we sell.
We have a very extensive variety of Pock
et-books, Purses and Wallets, In Turkish
Leather, Calf, Alligator, Snake, Monkey,
and Walrus Skins.
These goods are made to our special order
What most people want Is something mild and are guaranteed durable. They are handand gentle, when in need of a physic. Cham stitched and not pasted together.
The price is no more than you pay for or
berlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets fill the
bill to a dot. They are easy to take and dinary goods poorly put together.
A good pocket book is the most useful gift.
pleasant in effect. For sale by W. P. Fenton.
We have them from 25c. up to $6.50.

P O L IT IC A L .

A B A R G A I N SP O T

8

I

sI

IW . P. FEHTOI, 1

M IN T !

i

Do Som e or
A ll o f Your
Room s N eed
Papering" ?

ROBBERY!

H. E. Elston,

F

F

Keystone ’Phone, No. 123.

6-27-3m.

— GO TO

GEO. F. CLAMER,

HARDWARE

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,

I The N. H, Benjamin Co., |

BICYCLES

NEW SHIRT WAISTS—the latest
— DEALER IN —
styles in white and colors, from 50 cts.
to $2. Bedford Cord Shirts for Gents.
You can all be suited here.
FOUR-IN-HAND BOWS.
-------AND-------NEW STRIPED SHIRTS for Spring
and Summer wear. All the newest HOUSE FU R N ISH IN G
styles In COLLARS, SUMMER UN
::: GOODS :::
DERWEAR for Men and Boys, Ladies
and Children, at all prices. PER
CALES in beautiful stripeB, which are
to be worn for Shirt Waists this sum
mer. WHITE LAWNS, 36 and 40 P a in t , G la s s , P u tty , V a r n is h , O il,
B r u s h e s , E tc .
inches wide, from 10c. per yard up
ward ; LACES, EMBROIDERIES
'---- AGENT FOR----IN8ERTINGS, and BRAIDS, for
trimming, linings and stiffenings, and IMPERIAL LIGHT RAMBLER
—AND—
all kinds of DRESSMAKERS’ SUNDRIES. Heavy made WRAPPERS
SHIRT WAISTS, and MUSLIN UN.
DERWEAR, RIBBONS, HOSIERY,
BABY CAPS; CORSETS, 50, 75c,
and $1; the straight front corset is the
new shape. WORKING SHIRTS
OVERALLS, CALICOES, MUSLINS,
SHEETINGS, and HAIR SWITCHES,
MOWERS and HAY RAKES.
Now is the time to bring your Hair
Combings and have them made up
into switches, so that your hair will
look well with your new bats and
bonnets, as you know tbe handsomest
hat will not look well without a good
head of hair. If your hair Is FALL
ING OUT, come and have It singed
that will help it.

Women’s Patent Leather Oxfords, $1.50
It has sometimes been: argued J I O R S H E R IF F ,
to $3.50.
that the keeping of pet animals is
I. R. H aldem an,
Men’s Pat. Leather Oxfords, $2.50 to $4.00.
ft
one way to develop the humane in
Men’s Vlci Kid Oxfords, $2.50 to $3.00.
f t In makfng your purchases at f t i
OF LOWER SALFORD. Subject to Restincts of people in general. Like
FENTON’S STORE. Years of f t
Men’s Box Calf Oxfords, $2.50.
publican rules.
f t experience
enables the proprietor iMp
other practices, however, "this one
These shoes at the price are worth more to
to know just what to buy, how
you than your money.
is good only when it is not abused j p O R S H E R I F F ,
to buy, and bow to sell the thouas it frequently is. When one con
A free package of polish with every pair.
and more articles kept in ^
John Breen,
f t sand
siders the number of miserable lit
stock in a thoroughly equipped in OF
LOWER
MERION.
Subject
to
Re
-A.. "W . L O T J X ,
tle beasts yearly trapped, captured,
general store.
publican Rules.
and bred in cages for the amuse
PROPRIETOR. f t
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
ment of mankind, it seems as if
8 IES,
O R S H E R IF F ,I
DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 8
some better method of amusement F
f t GOODS, or In any department of f t
might be devised. Of course, there
the big store on the corner you f t
T hom as Coulston,
will find what you want at the
are people who make friends and OF PLYMOUTH MEETING. Subject to n
ft
right price.
,
m
companions of their pets, and al
Republican Rules.
.
ft
though nobody can be absolutely
Ready-made Pantaloons and f t
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
certain about animal psychology, it J I O R COUNTY T R E A S U R E R ,
i
T he Republicans in State Convention assembled at H ar may be that the dog, horse or bird
Boots and Shoes are among the
m
f t specialties.
W e a r e H e a d q u a r te r s fo r
Joseph C. Jones,
risburg last week, after nominating their ticket, should havp derives an amount of pleasure from
A ll H in d s o f H a r d w a r e ,
PA. Subject to
ft
smothered the resolutions prepared, and adjourned. The contact with, the superior mind OF CONSHOHOCKEN,
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
F a in t s , O ils , V a r n is h e s
Republican Rules.
f t Oil, Putty, Hardware.
a
n
d
G
la
s
s
.
which
more
than
repays
the
loss
of
resolve relating to “yellow journalism” was like flaunting a
ft
ft
big red flag in the face of an infuriated brindle bull. Men in freedom. In the case of a highly J^lOR C O UNTY T R E A S U R E R ,
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
f t variety.
T
O
O
L
S
I
bred dog or saddle, horse! it is al
public office must expect to be excoriated for their misdeeds most certain that this is so. But
ft
Jam es Brow nback,
If you want anything in the
and shortcomings, to have their good intentions maligned by these are in the minority when the OF LIN f i e LD, PA. Subject to Repubtool line come to us and we can f t
, lican Rules.
malignant enemies, and to receive no credit for the good they whole number of domesticated ani
supply you at BOTTOM PRICES.
do, or try to do, from any such malevolent source. If the mals are considered. In the first T 1 « R S H E R IF F ,
READY-MIXED
ft »
Republican party in this State has no other mission than to place, it is certainly cruelty to take
’ m
a
wild
creature
out
of
its
natural
m
C
hauncey
J.
Buckley,
ft
C O LL EG E V ILLE , P A .
ft
apologize for some of its questionable transactions by gratu
environment and place it in a cage
HATFIELD, PA. Subject to Repubf
t
f
t
itously advertising “yellow journals” it had better shut up where it can have little exercise, no OF lican
Rules.
We have It for the House, Barn,
ft
shop and give the Democrats an opportunity to make history. natural companionship, and often no
or Wagon.
ft
Then the defeated Wanamaker end of the party could take a suitable food. It is entirely possi TjjMIR C O UNTY T R E A S U R E R ,
vacation and needed rest, and the “yellow journals” find ble for people living in a country
Dr, E. B. Rossiter,
other subjects into which to sink their fangs. I t is not one town or small village to tame squir OF POTTSTOWN, PA. Subject to Re
birds and other wild things
publican Rules.
MAIN STREET,
of the legitimate functions of a political party to take formal rels,
A W O R T H Y SUCCESSO R.
without in the leastinterfering with
207 BRIDGE ST.,
and public notice of unfavorable newspaper criticism. It their freedom, if they choose to use a jH O R D IR E C T O R O F T H E PO O R
C O LLE G E V ILL E
should be the function of such a party to so uphold integrity little patience. Most wild animals
'’SOM ETHING n b w u n d e b t h e s u n . ”
PhœnîxYille, « Penna,
J. K. Leidy,
ft
in public office as to make such criticism irrelevantly idiotic will come where they are not afraid
'PHONE 12.
OF UPPER PROVIDENCE. Subject to i t
of
being
hurt.
The
red
squirrel
ft
All Doctors have tried to cure CATARRH
in the estimation of the general public. * * The nominees
Republican Rules.
J , P . S t e ile r , M a n a g er .
by the use of powders, acid gases, Inhalers
can
be
coaxed
to
come
from
his
hole
f
t
and drugs in paste form. Their powders dry
of the Convention w ere: For Associate of the Supreme Court
and eat corn from the hand of a
up in the mucous membranes causing them
—Justice Wm. P. Potter, of Allegheny county. For State human being, and birds of all kinds
to crack open and bleed. The powerful acids
used In the Inhalers have entirely eaten
T reasurer—Frank G. Harris, of,Clearfield county. So far as are easily tamed in the same way
away the same membranes that their makers
T H E H O M E G OLD C U K E.
have aimed to cure, while pastes and oint
we are reliably informed both candidates are capable and One who has enjoyed the delight of
ments cannot reach the disease. An old and
AN IN G E N IO U S TREATM ENT
BY W H ICH
experienced practitioner who has for many
honest men.
winning the confidence of the wood
D RUN K AR D S A RE B EIN G CU RED DAILY IN
DON’T BE ROBBED I
years
made a close study and specialty of the
S P IT E OF THEM SELVES.
Y o ta N e e d Y o u r M o n e y .
folk will never again wish to keep
treatment of CATARRH, has at last per
Don't throw It away on worthless cans.
are robbed when you pay your
fected a Treatment- which when faithfully
NO NOXIOUS DOSES. NO W E A K EN IN G OE TH E
WASHINGTON LETTER. it right there;. This country isn’t any of them in a cage. The animal You
money for Milk Cans not bearing the
used, not only relieves at once, but perma
N ER V ES. A PLEA SA N T AND P O SITIV E
which
is
bred
for
the
purpose
of
IRON
CLAD
TRADE
MARK.
nently cures CATARRH, by removing the
hunting for war, but it is prepared
CURE FO R TH E LIQ U OR H A B IT .
The Iron Clad Is 1
cause, stooping the discharges, and curing
From Our Regular Correspondent.
the original. Look .
to uphold the Monroe doctrine re domestication, like the lap-dog, the
all
inflammation, It is the only remedy
It Is now generally known and understood
for the Trade Mark. ’
Persian cat, the white mouse, or the
Possibly it is a little out of
that Drunkenness is a disease and not weak known to science that actually reaches the
It Is stamped on
W a s h in g to n , D. C., Aug. 23,1901. gardless of consequences. ”
every part.
< ness. A body filled with poison, and nerves afflicted parts. This wonderful remedy is
canary, is' usually inferior iff intelli
season
for you. So it is with
A special agent of the Census gence to the wild animal, for the
“ If thtre should be any serious
Don't WasteYour Money( completely shattered by periodical or con known as “SNUFFLES the GUARANTEED
on
Cheap
Imitations.
CATARRH
CURE”
and
is
sold
at
the
ex
stant
use
of
intoxicating
liquors,
requires
an
Bureau
claims
to
have
evidence
internal trouble on account of the
For that reason we will
BEWARE O r UNMARKED DANS.
antidote capable of neutralizing and eradi tremely low price of One Dollar, each pack us.
very good reason that it does not
present little scrap on and around that will put several men who need as much brains to be fed,
eating this poison, and destroying the crav age containing internal and external medi make exceedingly low prices the
ing for intoxicants. Sufferers may now cure cine sufficient for a full month’s treatment
“IRONCLAD”
the Isthmus of Panama,” said a served as Census enumerators in petted and put to sleep as to get
themselves at home without publicity or loss and everything necessary to its perfecr nse. balance of this month for any
“ SNUFFLES” Is the only perfect CA
prominent official, “ it will be Mississippi in striped suits, for one’s living in the midst of a throng
of time from business by this wonderful
IS THE BEST
“ HOME GOLD/OURE,” which has been TARRH CURE ever made and is now recog work you may want done.
caused by some fool-commander of making fraudulent returns. The of enemies. There are two ways, 1 IT ALWAYS W AS
perfected after many years of close st udy nized as the only safe and positive cure for
and treatment of inebriates. The faithful tbat annoying and disgusting disease. It
one of the foreign warships that are men have been arrested and put however, in which the keeping of ^IT ALWAYS WILL BE
We ’do Paper Hanging in all
use according to directions of this wouder.ul cures all Inflammation quickly and perma
being rushed down there by several under bail to await the action of the these animals can be made really )FARMERS KNOW IT
discovery is positively guaranteed to cure nently and ts also wonderfully quick to re its branches.
are still using
the most obstinate case, no matter how hard lieve HAY FEVER or COLD in the HEAD.
European Governments, who has grand jury. With one exception beneficial to children and adults; They
I ro n C lad C ajis
CATARRH when neglected often leads to
a drinker. Our records show the marvelous
We carry Wall Paper, Room
by c h o ir
been filled up with the idea that the the arrested men are all colored. one is by making companions of ►bought
tranformatiou of thousands of Drunkards CONSUMPTION—“ SNUFFLES” will save
1Grandfathers.
you if you use it at once. It is no ordinary Mouldings,
Into
sober,
iudustiious
and
upright
men.
U. S. is preparing to grab and hold They all followed practically the them, developing all the intelligence
Window Glass,
10,000 Iron Clad
-x WIVES CURE YOUR HUSBANDS!! remedy, but a complete treatment which is
full of milk arthe isthmus. So far as the natives same method for increasing their they have, and the other is by ’ Cans
positively
guaranteed
to
cure
CATARRH
in
CHILDREN CURE YOUR FATHERS ! I
Varnishes, Shellacs, Lubricat
rive daily at Phila
This remedy is in no sense a nostrum but is any form or stage if used according to the
are concerned, the affair is merely pay—manufactured farms and en choosing pets of a sort whose in delphia Station.
directions which accompany each package. ing Oils, Paint Brushes.
a
specific
for
this
disease
only,
and
is
so
the customary thing down there. tered them as belonging to telligence is already considerable.
skillfully devised and prepared that it is Don’t delay but send for it at once, and
A beautiful Cata
logue and full parWe carry House Paints, Floor
thoroughly soluble and pleasant to the taste, write full particulars as to your condition,
We get a lot of stuff telegraphed us children on their lists; each farm Children should be encouraged to 1ticulars
FREE.
so that it can be given in a cnp of tea or and you will receive special advice from the
about armies and battles, but as we returned netting the enumerator be kind to their pets and to make
Paints,
Handy Paints, Carriage
discoverer
of
this
wonderful
remedy
regard
coffee without the knowledge of the person
taking it. Thousands of Drunkards have ing your case without cost to you beyond
understand the terms there have from 15 to 20 qents. It was pdtty friends with them, and this cannot
W rit a f o r C o n y
cured themselves with this priceless remedy, the regular price of “ SNUFFLES” the Paints, Enamels, Kalsomine,
Im m e d ia te ly ,
been neither within hundreds of stealing, as the entire amount be done unless there is intelligence
PATENTED.
and as many more have been cured and “ GUARANTEED CATARRH CURE.”
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
made temperate men by having the “CURE”
Sent prepaid to any address in the United Dry Colors.
miles of the isthmus. A regiment fraudently collected by all of them on the other side. If the comfort
admlnlsteied
by
loving
friends
and
relatives
States
Canada on receipt of One Dollar.
of U. S. troops could whip any forces was only about $600.
IRON CLAD MANUFACTURING C0.J without their knowledge in coffee or tea, AddressorDept.
B 261, EDWIN B. GILES &
and well-being of the animal is
2,
A,
6
CUFF
STREET.
NEW
Y
O
R
K
CITY.
and
believe
to-day
tbat
they
discontinued
that either of the alleged combatants
COMPANY, 2330 and 2332 Market Street,
Letters have this week been studied it will be good for the mas
FOB SALE BY
drinking of their own free wifi. DO NOT Philadelphia.
3-28
have in the field or are likely to exchanged by the joint committee ter as well as the pet, for altruism
WAIT. Do not be deluded by apparent and
A.
K.
H
U
N
S
IC
K
E
R
,
misleading “improvement.” Drive out the
have. The only sensible thing to representing the Anti-Trust League generally works in that way, but
HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. disease at once and for ail time. The “ HOME
do is to let them alone. If Columbia and the Knights of Labor, and the candor will compel most people to 8-1.
GOLD CURE” is sold at the extremely low
Dead
Animals
Removed
TOYS, ETC.,
price
of
One
Dollar,
thus
placing
within
fails to keep the Isthmus of Panama Attorney General of the U. S., but admit that nothing of the kind is
reach of everybody a treatment more effectual
or rent.
5 8 a n d 6 0 E a s t M ain S t r e e t ,
neutral and open to traffic, the U. it cannot be truthfully said that the usually done.
Farms and other property. I make than others costing $25 to $50. Full direc
a specialty of renting and collecting. Have tions accompany each package. Special ad
S. is bound by treaty to do so, and trust situation has been cleared by
N O R R IS T O W N . PA .
some applicants for farms, etc. Prompt vice by skilled physicians when requested
will. What those foreign naval them to any extent. The committee
without extra charge. Sent prepaid to any
You assume no risk when you buy Cham attention. Lease free. Call on or ad part
of the world on receipt of One Dollar. F R E E o f C H A R G E . T H E B IG S T O R E
- R. p . BALDWIN,
officers will do no man can say, but asked the Attorney General for any berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea dress
Collegeville, Pa. Address Dept. B 261, EDWIN B. GILES &
I regard their presence down there information concerning the steel Remedy. W. P. Fenton will refund your 27dec.
I will remove dead animals, such as
COMPANY, 2330 and 2332 Market Street,
horses, cows, hogs, etc,, on short notice,
Philadelphia.
REW ARD
as a menace to the peace of the trust thatmight be in his possession, money if you are not satisfied after using it.
or rent.
and by the most improved methods.
All correspondence strictly confidential.
Will be paid for information lead
$5
A substantial eight-room bouse in
world. If they violate the Monroe acquired by him officially or as a It is everywhere admitted to be the most
ing to the detection of the person or per
A.
J.
W
ILSON,
the
borough
of
Collegeville.
Possession
successful
remedy
in
use
for
bowel
com
sons
guilty
of breaking window panes a t
doctrine in the slightest manner, lawyer. If the Attorney General
1901. Apply to
plaints and the only one that never fails. It given AprilE.1, S.
the building of the Collegeville Land and
I f you have anything to
MOSER, Assignee,
MONT CLARE, PA. Improvement
there will be trouble and a heap of considered the request either in- is pleasant, safe and reliable.
Company.
3-7
Collegeville, Pa. sell, advertise it in the Independent

1

FO R

LAND AND IMPROVEMENT CO,

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

- Deering Light Draft Ideal Binders, -

American Field Fencing, Ellwood Lawn
Fencing, Poultry Wire (all sizes), Ameri
can Poultry Food, Clover Meal, Chick
Manna, etc. Oil and Vapor Cobk Stoves.

M ain Street, N ear Depot,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

•AT-

Brownbacks Store
D R E SS GOODS
In large assortment, must go at a smalB
margin of profit. Lawns, Dimities and
Ginghams, etc. EMBROIDERIES AND
LACES.
Muslins and Sheeting in all widths. Pil
low Casing, Tubing. A good Toweling at 4
cents per yard.

Gents’ furnishing Qoocfs,
Including latest styles in hats and caps, and
neckwear.
Men’s Pants in Latest Styles Wool and
Worsted, $1.50 to $3 00.
Cotton Pants, 75s. to $1.00.
W a ll P a p e r in many designs.
P a in t s , O ils , G la s s ,
H a r d w a r e . E tc.

B u ild in g

T e r r a G o tta P ip e s , all sizes.
B ic y c le S u n d r ie s .
P o u lt r y N e ttin g .

)ur Grocery Department,
As usual, is complete with good, clean, fresh
stock, at prices as low as the lowest.

E. G. Brow nback,
TRAPPE, PA.

¿ T h e I ndependent $

T r in it y C h u r c h .

T y p h o id F e v e r a t L a n s d a le .

T u b e r c u lo u s C a t t le K ille d .

N ig h t B lo o m in g C e r e u s P la n ts .

ities, publication houses, missions, p O B L I C SA LE O F
p i J B L I C SA L E OF
There were two cereus plants in established at home and abroad.
H ousehold Goods !
bloom Sunday night in this borough, The ministers of the denomination
FRESH COWS !
one at the home of Mr. and Mrs. are well educated, and many have Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
become
prominent
in
the
literary
DAY, AUGUST 29, 1901, a t the residence
Jesse Laros and the other at the
of James G. ^Detwiler, in Upper Provi
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Bord- world. We cite Prof. M. G. Brum dence
near Mennonite meeting
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
ner. Twelve flowers beautifully baugh a man of letters, who has house,township,
the following described household SEPTEMBER 2, 1901, a t Black RoCk
and briefly adorned the plant that given us text books for our schools. goods belonging to thé estate of Susan Hotel,
20 fresh cows and springers from
Mrs. Laros cares for and six large Rev. D. L. Miller, Prof. Myers, Gotwals, deceased : Bedstead, 3 bureaus, Harrisonburg, Va. This is a load of show
washstand,
sewing
stand,
other
stands,
flowers exhaled sweet perfume from Prof. F. F. Holsopple a descendant cherry dining table, breakfast table, hair cows, the pride of Shenandoah Valley. I
I n t e lle c t o r W e a lth ?
been in the cattle business for thirty
the member of the cactus family in of one of the original organizers of cloth sofa, large bookcase, 2 dozen Wind have
and have never had a load like this
At a meeting of the Limerick the
the. Germantown church, who has sor chairs, rocking chair, 3 looking glasses, years
keeping
of
Mrs.
Bordner.
before. A free dinner will be given in
Square Literary Society to be
been, lately tendered a Professor Remington sewing machine, 50 yards rag honor of this sale by Ellis B utt. Every
ing at 10.30, and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at
held next Saturday evening the
2 stair carpets, bedding in variety, body welcome; come one, come all. Sale
ship in the Juniata college, Hunt carpet,
A C a r W h e e l C u t O ff a H a n d .
feather bed, pillows, lot of new quilts, a t 2 o’clock. Conditions by
2.15 p. m.
following subject will be discussed
ingdon.
Our
own
Rev.
J.
T.
Mey
sheets,
pillow
cases, counterpane, cover
Item
s
From
Trappe.
GARTLAND.
Y. W . C . T. U .
William Westcott laydown beside “Resolved, That intellectual men
St. Paul's Memorial Protestant Episcopal
ers, a most excellent Hebrew let, lap robe, lot of home-made lin e n - rW. Pierson, auct. I.WM.
E. Miller, clerk.
the
tracks
at
the
P.
&
R.
Railway
Town
Council
met
in
regular
are of more benefit to the world
Church Parish.. Sunday morning at 10.30
sheets, pillow cases, and towels in variety
TheY. W. C. T. U., of Yerkes,
scholar,
a
master
in
exegesis,
a
lingu
cradle, doughtray, cellar table
o’clock, JuneT to September, inclusive; services
will hold a meeting at the residence station in Royersford, on Sunday, than men of wealth.” That is session Monday evening.
ist, who by his persistent labors cherry
kitchen dresser, small wood stove, large JD U B L IC SA L E O F
at XJuion Church, near Audubon. Every Sun of G. W. Zimmerman on Saturday when a shift of cars ran over his another question that will admit of
has
built
up
the
churchy
here
at
Wm.
Myers
of
Philadelphia
is
at
heater
stove
and pipe, spinning wheel and
day afternoon at 3.30 o’clock at St. Paul’s, Oaks evening, August 31. A cordial in left wrist, severing the hand. The considerable argument.
swift, lot of crockeryware, knives
home suffering with a slight attack Green Tree until it stands in the reel
Station, also Sunday School at 2.30 o’clock,.in
young
man
showed
remarkable
will
forks and spoons, tinware, clothes chest
fore front of great influence for ironing
OHIO COWS !
of typhoid fever.
the annex adjoining. Free seats a n d a very vitation is extended to all.
board, lamps, window shades
power, walking a longdistance with
good,
and
all
this
came
from
the
cordial welcome extended to all. The Rev,
M
ille
r
s
to
M
e
e
t
a
t
W
illia
m
s
p
o
r
t
.
8-day
clock,
lot
of
books—some
German
ALSO
STEERS,
HÈIFERS, SHOATS !
A horse belonging to Mr. Espen- little company of men who came to and many articles not enumerated. Salé
his severed hand to inform the
Thompson P. Ege, rector.
H o r s e O v e rc o m e b y t h e H e a t.
Local millers are preparing for ship of Gratersford, was seriously America
flight operator of his misfortune.
a
t
1
o’clock.
Conditions
by
in its quite early settle
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
JOHN G. GOTWALS,
Wednesday of last week a horse The operator had him placed on an their annual convention at the Park affected by the heat while hauling
0. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 0.30 belonging to Dr. Bower, of Perki- engine and taken to the .Phoenix- Hotel, Williamsport, Pa., on Sep stone on Main street, this borough, ment and established a church at
Administrator.
Will he sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
the mother of all the
J. G". Fetterolf, auct.
a. in. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
SEPTEMBER 2, 1901, a t Perkiomen
tember 10 and 11. Matters of in Wednesday afternoon of la&t week. Germantown,
ville
Hospital.
omen
Bridge
hotel,
was
overcome
churches
of
the
denomination
of
p, m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Bridge
Hotel, one car-load of fresh cows,
terest to the trade are to be dis
by the intense heat that prevailed
with calves, and springers, direct from
Wm. Moyer and family,- of Phila Brethren, and Henry Slingluff was O U B I ilC SA L E O F
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach at the time.
cussed, and a meeting of unusual
Ohio. The lot is made up of large and
E le c te d V ic e - P r in c ip a l.
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every,
shapely cows of superior quality; all big
moment is anticipated on account of delphia, have returned home after a one of that little band. Truly can
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Gourson, pastor. Bible
milk and butter producers. Also one car
Henry W. Willier, who has been the conditions which confront the stay of ten weeks with J. W. Wisler we say our greatness is due as a
Personal
P
roperty!
nation to not only other denomin
load of steers, heifers, shoats and pigs
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
T h e B o y s ’ B r ig a d e .
a student at Ursinus College for Eastern flour makers. At Williams and family.
evening at 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
ations of other churches of the gos Will be sold a t public sale, on SATUR from Indiana county, weighing from 25 to
some
time
past,
has
received
the
The
Baptist
Boys’
Brigade
broke
port
the
delegates
will
be
the
100
lbs. each. One stock bull. Will sell
Mr. McKay and family, of Phila pel, but equally to the Brethren ; DAY, AUGUST 31, 1901, a t the residence
second Sunday evening at 7.30 ; Bible school,
shoats and pigs first. Sale a t 2 o’clock.
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues up their camp along the Perkiomen appointment of vice-principal of the recipients of several complimentary delphia, after a five weeks’ stay at though, like the Friends, are op of the late Thomas McKeever, deceased, in Conditions
by
Lower Providence township, on road lead
on Monday, after an outing of ten public schools of Phoenixville, and entertainments, arranged in their the Lamb, have gone home.
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
MURRAY MOORE.
posed to war, only when arbitration ing from Providence Square to the Ridge
will enter upon his duties next honor, an'd at the closè of. the con
days,
and
returned
to
Reading.
J*
G’
Fetterolf,
auct. H. H. Robison and
the following personal property of
St. Luke’s Reformed Church^ Trappe, Rev.
Next Saturday, August 31, will fails. Harry Ellis is a lineal de pike,
Monday
morning’
Mr.
Willier
has
C.
U.
Bean,
clerks.
They
gave
an
exhibition
of
fire
vention
they
will
take
a
special
said
decedent:
One
bay
horse,
8
years
old
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Sunday School at
be the last day for rebate on school scendant of the Henry Slingluff
good worker and driver; 3 good
8.45 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at 10 a. m. works and a street parade, Thurs had considerable experience as a train for Buffalo, visiting the Pan- and borough taxes in the borough of herein named.
cows: 100 choice laying ..
teacher
and
the
additional
Collegiate
American Exposition, Niagara Falls
j p U B L I U SA L E O F 3 5 EX TRA
and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting day evening.
hens; 150 young chicks, §¡12
training he has received should and other points in that vicinity. Trappe, James R. Weikel collector.
Miss Lydia Haginbotham and Mr.
Sunday, at 3 p. m. Y P. S. C. E. prayer meet
some ready for market * —*
amply qualify him to discharge the Special railroad rates have been
ing, Sunday, at 6.45 p. m. Congregational
H. M. Slotterer and faftiily of Maurice Greger enjoyed a very some with clucks; good one-horse lot
Southern Ohio C ow s!
M . E . C h u r c h , E v a n s b u rg .
duties of the position he is about to granted by thè various railroads. Norristown spent a week with his pleasant trip on the Hudson. To wagon, express w agon; top buggy, nearly
prayer meeting, Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m. All
new;
market
wagon,
express
sleigh,
2
pair
10
WESTERN
PA. COWS, AND 150 IN 
Pastor J. P. Rowland being ab assume. May he reap a gratifying The convention arrangements are parents.
are cordially invited to attend the services
see th e . Hudson river in all its
wheelbarrow; set express harness
DIANA CO. HOGS, SHOATS ce PIGS.
p, s.—Harvest Home Services will be held sent on his vacation there will be measure of success.
glory take a day steamboat for a sail shafts,
under the auspices of the Pennsyl
nearly
new;
set
of
Lapp’s
light
harness,
next Sunday, with appropriate sermons.'
Herbert Shupe injured his foot upon its waters.
no preaching next Sunday. Sunday
new; variety of other harness; plow, spike
vania Millers’ State Association,
harrow, hoeharrow, forks, shovels, hoes
Preaching in the United Evangelical Church school, as usual. "There will be
whose headquarters are at 424 by a falling stone.
The
high
water
in
the
Schuylkill
H
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s
e
s
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t
A
m
b
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r
D
a
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a
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e
d
b
y
rakes,
ax, hatchet, roll of wire, cow and
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
at Limerick Sunday, 10.30 a. in.; Zieglersville, preaching on Sunday evening, Sep
Walnut street, Philadelphia.
Mrs. Joseph Shuler was given a when it receded left a deposit of other chains, 2 feed chests, half-bushel and SEPTEMBER
L ig h t n in g .
2, 1901, a t Bean’s Hotel,
2.30 p. m.; Trappe, 7.45 p. m., by Rev. Jerome tember 8, by Presiding Elder, Dr.
half-peck
measures,
lot
of
hoxes,
coops
handkerchief
surprise
on
Friday
mud on the river drive about four barrels, large hogshead, tubs, double-bar Schwenksviile, P a ., 25 Southern Ohio fresh
Garr, pastor.
The summer residence of Dr. G.
McDowell.
it being her twenty-firs_J birthday. or five inches in depth, and a force rel shot gun, violin, lot of wheat, lot of cows and springers. Among this lot are
F. Theel, at Ambler, was struck by G e n e r a l S t e w a r t is N u r s in g a B ro k e n She was also the recipient of many of
extra ones, as good as the farmers
There will be services at Augustus Lutheran
one man was put on to remove potatoes, some in the ground, by the row; some
Leg.
and dairymen w ant to see—second to none.
lightning during an unusually
Church, Trappe, next Sunday at 10 a. m. Sun
about
3
acres
of
corn
by
the
row.
other
valuable
gifts.
said sediment. Sunday the river
P a o li A n n iv e r s a r y .
Don’t miss this chance. Also 10 extra
day School at 8.50 a. m.
heavy storm which passed over that
H ousehold G oods : Extension table, 2 Western Pa. cows and 150 healthy Indiana
Adjutant General Thomas J. Stew
Lower Ward experienced quite a rose again, overflowing the road.
Committees have been appointed vicinity Saturday. The bolt entered art' met with a painful accident at
hinge tables, cook and parlor stoves, safe, county
shoats and pigs, which will
washstand, bureaus, bedsteads, matting, be sold hogs,
by H. H. Gilkyson Esq., of Phoenix- a cupola and passed down through Harrisburg on Sunday evening, “ wind storm” one evening last
first. For good stock attend this
The weather prophet has declared lot
rag
carpet,
rocking
chairs,
lot
of
other
ville, President of the Paoli Me several rooms, shattering the plas which may incapacitate him for duty week. The same “storm” struck there were to be but seven fair days chairs, preserving kettle; dishes and bowls, sale. Hog sale sta rts a t 1.15 o’clock p. m.
H om e and Abroad.
Conditions by
morial Association,
to . make ter and woodwork in its course, and for some time. In company with middle ward next day.
glass jars, door and window screens, and
this month.
FRANK SCHWENK.
many other things which will be hunted
necessary arrangements for the 124th passed out the opposite side of the his sister, Miss Stewart, and Colonel
F. H. Peterman, auct.
Abe
Johnson
mourns
the
loss
of
a
up
bv
day
of
sale.
Sale
a
t
1
o’clock
p.
m.
The
elephant
ear
plant
in
the
yard
—Catepillars!
anniversary to be held on the Paoli building. No one was injured. The Selden and wife, General Stewart vest. Some one took the same from
JOHN S. SMITH,
MonumentGrounds, Friday, Septem residences of E. L. Posey and Na was taking a drive along the river a fence where it was placed by him of the residence of Mrs. George Conditions by
Administrator.
—Millions of them
H E K IF F ’S SA L E O F
Richardson
is
of
mammoth
propor
L.
H.
Ingram,
auct.
ber 20,
thaniel Hoodmarcher, on Linden- front. In going down a slight in while he was working on Main tions.
—Feeding on the foliage of fruit
wold avenue, were also struck.
cline, the breast strap on the har street.
REAL ESTATE !
and other trees and transforming
It is not well to complain too r r f f O B A Y S ’ P U B L IC SA L E OF
ness of one of the horses broke and
L a d le s ’ A id S o c ie ty .
Quite
a
number
of
our
people
atbeauty into ugliness.
loudly
of
short
crops,
bad
weather,
the team plunged into a fence. Gen
By virtue of a w rit of Levari Facias
The Ladies ’Aid Society of Trinity
I n flu e n z a A m o n g H o rs e s .
or even talk about your neighbors
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas
Personal P ro p er ty !
eral Stewart jumped from the car tended the Pottstown Fair.
—They are loathsome, destructive Reformed church will meet Monday
of
Montgomery county, to me directed,
near M. I. Davis’ cornfield; the
Quite a large number of horses in riage to hold the horses, and in do
pests, and how to successfully rid evening next at the home of Captain various
INCLUDING BAR-ROOM FIXTURES will be sold a t public sale, on WEDNES
big
ears
will
hear
you,
for
there’s
sections
of
this
county
have
ing
so
his
left
leg
was
twisted,
DAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1901, a t 2 o’clock
the trees of them is a perplexing and Mrs. H. H. Fetterolf. A good recently been afflicted with a form breaking it just below the knee. An
AND HOTEL FURNITURE.
FROM OAKS.
plenty there.
p. m., in Court Room No. 2, a t the Court
literary and musical program has
question.
Having
disposed
of
the
Lamb
Hotel
House,
in the borough of Norristown,
The sixth annual reunion of the
The rains and high water washed property, Trappe, I will sell a t public sale said county,
been prepared. Members and of influenza. In a few instances ambulance was summoned and he
the following described real
—Every vegetable and animal friends of the society are cordially fatal results attended the disease. was taken to the Harrisburg Hos Slingluff family was held at the the campers out, as they had to on MONDAY and TUESDAY, SEPTEM estate:
All th a t certain messuage and lot
Dr.
Bower
of
Perkiomen
Bridgé
pital,
where
the
fracture
was
re
BER
9
and
10,1901,
on
the
premises
afore
of land situate in Upper Providence town
organism has its destructive invited to be present.
residence of Harry Ellis, at Green move their camp farther back from
hotel, who is a veterinarian, ad duced. The accident will prevent Tree, Thursday, August 22. There the tide so many times they moved said, a large variety of personal property, ship, said county, to w it ; Beginning in
enemies,
including
bar-room
fixtures
and
hotel
the middle of the Perkiomen and Reading
vances the Suggestion that horses General Stewart from attending the was a large attendance of the family back to Reading.
furniture.
turnpike road, bounded by lands now or
—And existence in every instance
B ig C r o p o f P e a c h e s .
used on the road during the periods national encampment of the Grand and descendants. A business meet
late of John Poley and William T. Miller
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9,
The PennsyR. R. excursion trains
of organic development, from the
and said turnpike road, containing 65
Horace Ashenfelter, the well- of epidemics among horses should Army of the Republic at Cleveland, ing was called at 3 p. m., with J. R.
Stock in barn will be so ld : One bay square
perches of land, more or less. The
very lowest to the very highest, known farmer of Upper Providence, not be watered from public troughs where bis name is to be presented Davis, of Lower Providence, as to Atlantic City, Sunday, the two mare,
4 years old, sound, and can
'
improvements are a two-story
sections of twelve cars each, step a mile in 2.40; gray mare, 7,
encounters opposing influences.
expects this year’s yield from his and buckets, but that the drivers by Pennsylvania for the place of chairman, and the following pro first
frame with mansard roof dwell
were
well
loaded.
years old, sound, and has a mark
large peach orchard will reach one should carry water buckets with Grand Commander.
ing house, 28 ft. 4 in. by 18 ft. 6 in.
gram was carried out: Prayer, by
of 2.35 ; bay horse, 10 years old,
them,
from
which
to
water
their
witb a two-story frame with
thousand baskets. Mr. Ashenfelter
Post 45, G. A. R., has an invita usefully sound. These horses are perfectly
J . Howard Ellis, Esq.; singing,
mansard
roojf back building 12 ft. by 12 ft.,
—The public schools of this delivered some of the choice fruit to horses. The idea is a good one,
fearless
and
safe
for
women
to
drive;
tion
to
attend
G.
A.
R.
day
at
Beth
sacred
song—Blest
be
the
tie
that
DEATHS.
and a one-story frame kitchen 7 ft. by 12
breeding
given
on
day
of
sale.
Two
fresh
borough will reopen next Monday, his patrons in this borough on Mon and, if enforced, the spread of
lehem
;
but
whether
any
represen
recitation,Kentucky Belle—
porch front and side, 4 rooms.on first
^ c- m Cows, extra large milk and butter ft.,
Jesse H. Peterman died at his binds;
September 2.
3 rooms on second floor, 3 rooms on
day and took orders for future diseases among horses might be
Mrs. Hannah Shoemaker nee Davis; tation of the Post will be present is
producers. 2 new. fallingtop bug- floor,
home
in
Upper
Providence,
near
third
floor, oellar, well of w ater and pump
considerably
lessened.
deliveries.
past
finding
out.
The
privilege
of
*
IiMgies,
trap,
depot
wagon,
express
recitation,
Over
the
hills
to
the
poor
—Benjamin Markley, of Fifth
Trappe, Saturday morning, in his bouse — Carrie E llisf recitation, visiting the steel plant will be given and calf wagon, runabout, light driving a t door. Frame stable, 20 ft. 4 in. by 16
4 in., stabling for 1 horse; wagon room,
avenue, was seriously ill the latter
pole, double set of light harness, double ft.
62d year. The deceased had not Sequel
fruit trees.
to the same—Anna E llis; to the comrades, which i.s not ac set
of heavy harness, 3 sets single harness, outbuildings,
part of last week. He is now con
G o o d B y e , O ld B r id g e .
P h ila d e lp h ia M a r k e ts .
been in good health for some time recitation,
Seized
and taken in execution as the
corded
to
everybody,
will
be
a
The
village
blacksmith—
50
halters,
'35
eow
chains,
wheelbarrow,
valescing.
property of William Williamson and Mary
The old wooden bridge that has previous to his death, which was Edwin Keifaber ; recitation, Rover feature.
plow, harrow, 3 watering troughs, about Jane
Winter bran, $18.50a$19.00; timo
Williamson, and to be sold by
by an affection of the brain. in church—Hannah Keifaber; music,
16 tons of hay and straw , etc., etc.
—Miss Jessie Royer the teacher thy hay, $15.50a$16.00; mixed, spanned the Schuylkill at Port caused
, JOHN K. LIGHT, Sheriff.
Some unknown parties abstracted
Also a lot of chickens and about 20 tons
He
was
a
carpenter
and
builder
by
Kennedy
since
the
away
back
year
Down
money, $75.00.
$13.50;
roller
flour,
$2.10
to
$3.30;
When
shall
we
all
meet
again;
of elocution, of Trappe, has opened
of
manure.
a
case
of
shoes
from
a
car
loaded
trade and an excellent mechanic. short addresses were made by Rev.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., ’Au
a studio at 1706 Chestnut street, wheat, 75Ia75fc.; corn, 63Jc. ; oats, of 1849 is about to be demolished and A
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10:
with mixed freight at Perkiomen
gust 26, 1901.
wife and two children—Warren
44c._j beef cattle, 3) to 5|c. ; sheep, replaced by a new iron structure at
T.
Meyers,
-Casper
Slingluff,
exPhiladelphia.
15
new
oak
bedroom
suits
of’
furniture,
Junction. They removed thè shoes with mattresses, bedding, bed springs,
lè to 4tc. ; lambs, 3 to 61c. ; hogs, 8 a cost of $26,000. The new bridge Peterman of Royersford, and Mrs. Judge H. C. Hoover; closing hymn,
—The shipment of peaches from to 8ic. ; fat cows, 3 to 3|c. ; veal is to be higher above the water W. F. Russel of Colwyn, Dele ware, God be with you till we meet again ; from the boxes, leaving but a case etc., all new and complete; chamber sets,
25 spring cots, window shades, etc. Large
Cumberland county has commeiiced. calves, 3J to 7c.; dressed steers, level than the old one in order to —survive. The funeral was held benediction, Rev. Mr. Meyers. The of empty pasteboard shoe boxes.
large lot of chairs, rockers,
provide the proper grade for carry Tuesday at 10 a. m.; interment at place of holding the next will be de
The Carlisle Peach Land Company’s 81a9tc. ; dressed cows, 61a71c.
Harry Ellis attended the funeral refrigerator,
benches, vases, stands, N ational cash
St.
Luke’s
Reformed
church
ceme
ing
the
weastern
approaches
over
output comes from 11,000 trees.
cided upon by the committee, who of Frank Freas of Conshohocljen, register for the bar-room, chairs, stoves,
Coke is cheaper and will answer all the
the Philadelphia &Reading Railway tery, Trappe; undertaker F. W. have the matter in their charge. At Saturday. He said he never wit lamps, and 1000 other articles not enum lurposes
of anthracite coal. Until Octo
erated.
E
r
r
a
ta
.
—It is estimated that over 20,000
ber 1st we will sell coke a t 6c. a busheltracks, thus doing, away with the Shalkop in charge of the remains. the election for officers for the ensu nessed so heavy a rainfall during
Sale
to
begin
each
day
a
t
1
o’clock,
rain
70 bushels- to the ton; a hay wagon will
people attended the 38th anniversary
The presence of the superfluous dangerous grade crossing that now
or shine, and all goods to be sold for the hold
ing year there was no change, as all * the time of the funeral.
50 bushels. We also sell coal tar;
celebration of the Bethany Orphans’ word (“so”) in the third line of the exists. The work of destruction
high dollar. A credit of six months on all
Frederick D. Zendt, who for many the present officers were re-elected.
Rev.
F.
F.
Holsopple
will
preach
sums
of
$15
and
upw
ard;
under
said
Home; at Womelsdorf, Berks county second stanza of the poem pub and construction will be done under years had a wide reputation as a The reunion was a complete success
GAS COMPANY OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY,
amount cash.
Thursday.
lished .on the local page last week, the supervision of the County Com first class millwright died at his -n all of its appointments. The Sunday morning at Green Tree.
JOHN H. SPANG.
missioners, who will provide flats home in Skippack Tuesday of last temperature, though well up, was
John Smith shoveled the soft soap W. Pierson, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
was
not
due
to
the
lady
who
wrote
111 E. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
—Two horses driven by Henry
poem. It didn’t get thereby upon which travelers may cross the week, aged 82 years. The. funeral nothing in comparison to the warmth off the river drive left there by the
Hunsicker, of Saegersville, Lehigh the
either, and the typo and river until the new bridge, which is was held Sunday; interment at of love and good feeling shown by high water last week. Now he can
R P H A N S ’ C O U R T SA L E .
county, were killed by lightning. chance,
1 9 0 1 .
proof-reader must accept all blame to be completed in 90 days, is ready Trinity Reformed church, Skippack. those who were present. Faith, shovel off the same amount left
E s t a t e o f A lb io u F . C u ste r, 1 9 0 1 .
A rubber coat worn by Hunsicker and
there
by
the
high
water
this
week.
promise to do better hereafter. for service. Those who prefer a
D ecea sed .
hope,
charity,
kindest
hospitality
in
saved his life.
bridge crossing can take the bridge
Water last week, 9 feet 2 inches ; By virtue of an alias order of the Or
POTTSTOWN
Ada E. Kehl, wife of Rev. Chas. all their beautiful attributes were this week. 8 feet 2 inches.
at Pawlingsor the bridge at Bridge
phans’ Court of Montgomery county, Pa.,
shown, from the youngest to the
-^Stanley G. Flagg & Co. are
S u n d a y S c h o o l P ic n ic .
P.
Kehl,
died
.Friday
at
her
home
will be exposed a t public sale, on the
port, both about three miles distant
building a block of houses in PottsFrank Brower and Miss Clara premises,
in York, Pa., aged 30 years. Mrs. oldest. After the exercises the
situate about 2% miles west of
As announced last week the from Port Kennedy.
guests
were
invited
to
refresh
them
town for their workmen.
Carey
of
Phoenixville
will
be
mar
Centre
Point, a t Water Street School
Kehl was suffering from an , attack selves, and as there were two tables
annual Sunday School picnic of St.
House,
in
Worcester township, Montgom
ried
in
September.
of typhoid fever and had made a and plenty to eat, it did not require
—Royersford public schools will James’Episcopal church Evansburg
FOTT8TOWN, PA.,
ery county, Pa., on THURSDAY, SEP
PE R SO N A L.
change
for
the
better
when
an
un
Edgar Parsons is learning to be a TEMBER 12, 1901, a t 2 o’clock p. rai., the
reopen next Monday with nearly will be held in the church grove on
a
very
great
effort
to
carry
out
that
following
real
estate:
All
th
a
t
certain
600 pupils.
Dr. J. H. Hendricks, Mrs. F, G. expected relapse speedily caused part of the program. One hundred draughtsman at Phoenix Iron Com messuage and trac t of 82 acres and 155 Aug. 27, 28, 29 and 30.
Saturday of this week, morning and
Hobson and daughter, and Miss her death. The deceased was the and ten persons were present. pany’s office.
afternoon.
Lunch
and
ice
cream
perches of land, more or less, bounded by
—Controller Shomo, of Berks will be served and candies and ice Sara Hendricks, have returned daughter of the late Henry K.
now or late of John Slough, David
These reunions of families are pleas
Miss Retta Henry will attend lands
County, will limit the salary of cream
Schwenk
who
for
many
years
con
Roberts, William Ford, John Place, and
Purses, $ 5 8 0 0 .0 0 ,
sold. Friends generally are home from Asbury Park.
ant
affairs,
as
they
bring
together
West
Chester
Normal
School.
others,
about 4 acres being woodland, bal
Poor Directors to $250 per annum. cordially
ducted the store near Perkiomen
invited.
ance good farm land. The improvements
Mr. and Mrs. John Barrett and Bridge, and her friends in this our kith and kin. They create a
The band of gipsies camped on
oonsist of a three-story stone Program of Classes and Purses :
son spent Sunday at Atlantic City. vicinity will learn with deep regret bind, a friendlier, a better feeling the Perkiomen below Oaks have Jjagto
—A flood in Mauch Chunk on
■■■•fflr house, 27 feet by 36 feet, containTUESDAY, AUGUST 27.
where
oft-times
imaginary
wrongs,
Saturday swept a section of pave
W h e r e t h e O ld B r id g e S p a n s th e
•¡*¡11» ing 2 rooms and hall on first floor,
Miss Tillie Gristock spent Satur that she has passed away, and will ill will, dislike and jealousy some gone to another camping ground.
No.
5.—2.17
class, pace. The Brewer’s
■
1
M
l
rooms
and
hall
on
second
and
ment, on which a man and three
sympathize with the sorely bereaved times exists, and as ex-Judge
P e r k io m e n .
day and Sunday in^Philadelphia.
stake (closed),
Stake, $ 500
John Casselberry, of Illinois, is third floors, cellar kitchen and cellar,
boys were standing, and all Were
husband
and
children.
The
remains
No.
7.—3
00
class,
trot or pace, Purse, 300
The
members
of
the
Norristown
porch
front
and
back;
a
two-story
stone
visiting
his
brothers,
Richard
and
Hoover
remarked
in
his
address,
if
Miss
Anna
Ashenfelter
is
visiting
drowned.
of Mrs. Kehl were taken to the we entertain any ill will, any ill
300
nouse, 17 feet by 24 feet, containing three No. 8 .-2 13 class, trot or pace, “
Retail Grocers’ Association had a relatives at Atlantic City.
Benjamin and friends in the East.
rooms and garret; spring house and cave,
residence of Wm. H. Kehl, father of
WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST
28.
—Thieves broke into the freight delightful outing last Thursday
feeling against any of our relations,
porch in front. A good stone barn, 40 ft.
Harry Markley and family, of Rev, Mr. Kehl, at East Greenville, now
by 67% ft., with a frame pediment, 35 feet No. 1.—2.35 ciass, trot, Shuler House
station in this borough, Friday afternoon and evening. They took
is the time to banish them, to
this
county,
where
the
funeral
was
stake (closed),
Stake,$1,000
W H E N T H E M O O N S H IN E S .
Germantown,
were
the
guests
of
by 67% feet, stabling for 8 horses and 27
supper
at
Dr.
Bower’s
hotel.
night, and carried off a pail of
forgive,
and
forget
them.
The
name
cows; two silo departments, two thresh No. 2.—2.20 class, trot, Oscar Smith’s
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Markley, sev held at 11 a. m. Tuesday. Interment of Slingluff is one yvell known From the Grand Rapids Herald.
maekeral.
Cafe stake (closed),
“
500
This (Thursday) evening the busi eral days of last week.
floors; wagon house, and slaughter house,
at the New Goshenhoppen cemetery. throughout our county and identi
“ My boy,” said the old man 23 feet by 38% feet; chicken house, 12% ft. No. 9.—2.25 class, trot or pace, Purse, 300
men of Conshohocken will visit
—The members and friends of ness
by
18
f
t.;
pump
house,
16
feet
by
18%
feet;
Mrs. E. A. Krusen and son
fied with the first settlers, an old kindly, as he poked his head engine house, 10 feet by 10 feet, containing
Bridge and the hotel. A
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29.
Trinity Sunday School this borough the Old candidate
Alice, wife of JohnS. Niles M. D., established family, coming here
for a county office, Francis are visiting relatives in
a five horse-power engine and boiler, with No. 3.—2.35 class, pace, Sanatoga Park
through
the
back-parlor
doorway
excursioned to Chestnut Hill Park certain
of Carbondale, Pa., died at Price’s from Germany. The name was
Chester county.
stake (closed),
Stake, $ 500
pulleys and shaftings in the barn to thresh,
via. the trolley yesterday (Wednes who is expected to be one *of the
about 11 P. M.. where his prospec cut feed, etc.; corncrib, wood house and No. 4 .-2 24 class,trot, Mill Park
Hospital,
Philadelphia,
last
Friday,
spelled
Schlingluff,
and
from
the
party,
will
doubtless
come
prepared
Mrs. Mary Bartman of Fifth
day), and all had a pleasant time.
stake (closed),
Stake, »00
ice house, all In good repair; lasting water
to honor an order drafted by the avenue has recovered from a se aged about 35 years. On Wednes parent tree came men who are tive son-in-law, Charles, sat court furnished
by wind tower to the house and No. 10.—2.40 class, trot.
Purse, 300
day
previous
Mrs.
Niles,
accom
ampng
our
most
worthy
and
re
ing
Eliza,
with
the
gas
turned
on
committee
of
arrangements
upon
barn; lafge variety of fruit trees in bear
verely sprained ankle caused by panied by her husband and two
—Next Monday, September 2,
FRIDAY,
AUGUST
30.
spected
citizens;.women
who
have
ing
condition;
land
under
good
cultivation
their recent visit to this borough.
falling1down a stairway.
will be a legal holiday.
nurses journeyed from Carbondale reared families, taught what home, full force, “are you aware that the and divided into convenient fields by good No. 6 —2.24 class, pace, Merchants’
Hotel stake (closed),
Stake, $1,000
situated to be convenient to
W. P. Fenton and son William to the hospital named, where she sweet home means, and how to ap moon is shining brightly this eve fences;
churches, schools, etc.; worthy the atten No. 11.—2.35 class, trot or pace, Purse, 300
—The 94th birthday of Hannah
ning?
Just
see,
”
and
the
old
man
left
yesterday
for
the
Exposition
at
underwent
a
surgical
operation
for
A r g u m e n t C o u rt.
preciate
it.
To
the
goodness
of
our
tion
of
any
one
wanting
a
good
produc
No.
12.—2.18
class,
trot
or
pace,
“
300
Davis was celebrated at Sanatoga
intestinal tumor. She survived forefathers are we indebted to the turned the gas out. “ Justobserve, tive farm. Sale to commence a t 2 o’clock T H E G R E A T E ST F A IR IN T H E
Several important cases are in Buffalo.
Park, Monday.
p. m. Conditions by
cluded in the list for argument
Wilbur C, Halteman and J. Leroy the operation, and for a little while greatness of our nation. To our my boy, how the moon ,’s yellow rays
C O U N TR Y.
ELLWOOD HOOT, Administrator.
—A marriage license has been court at Norristown, beginning Roth are, spending several days at hopes were entertained for her re blessed mothers, whoare the crown light up this room. Truly, it is a
A. A. Delp, auctioneer.
Fine exhibits of Farm and Garden. Special
covery, but unfavorable conditions ing glory|of our beloved country, a
issued to Winfield S. Kratz of September 20: Amandus Sheetz et. Atlantic City.
attractions. Good music. Large exhibition
arose and the end came, Deceased land doubly blest, of peaceful homes, gracious spectacle. But come with
Boyersford, and Bertha Moyer of al. vs. the school board of Norris
building, well lighted and ventilated. Polite
J3K
1V
A
T
E
SA
L
E
O
F
Rev.
Francis
Yost
and
wife
and
was
the
daughter
of
the
late
Abram
me
for
a
moment;
I
have
something
hospitable firesides, family praying
Collegeville.
ushers and ladies’ maids in attendance. No
town to compel them to abandon the daughter Marion, of York, Pa., are
gambling or objectionable feutures allowed
Carnegie gift and two quo warranto the guests of Dr. H. T. Spangler and Rachael Hunsicker who were circles. Blessed, thrice blessed, in the cellar which I want to show
—The annual picnic of the Gar against
on the grounds. Clean, chaste fun for old
residents of this vicinity for many are the ties that bind uatogether you.”
William H. and family.
A First-Class F a rm !
and young. No money or effort will be
wood Union Sunday School will be Murphy Assemblyman
years. She was a graduate of here below ; though they may be
to
show
by
what
authority
spared
to make this the finest fair of the
Contains
100
acres
with
all
modern
con
Then
the
old
man
took
his
bull’s
held in the Almshouse grove on he holds two positions. There are
Millersville
Normal
School
and
for
broken here on earth, yet will they
Miss Edna Royer, of Huntingdon,
veniences, and lot of 3 acres adjoining. season.
Saturday, September?. First-class motions for a new trial in Bowman Pa.,
eye
lantern
and
led
the
way
down
Located on road leading from Trappe to ADMISSION,
was the guest of Mrs. A. D, several years prior to her marriage be more firmly united in stronger
:
:
:
25 CENTS.
music as usual. Further particulars vs. Montgomery Mutual Insurance Fetterolf,
to Dr. Niles was successfully en bonds of love and purity in an the cellar stairs’ closely followed by Almshouse, one mile from Trappe. Bound
Children under 12 years, 15
“
last
week.
ed
on
east
by
boroughs
of
Trappe
and
next week.
gaged as a public school teacher. .eternal, in that heavenly home Charles.
campany. There is one bill in
Carriages
admitted
to
the
grounds
FREE.
Collegeville,
on
north
and
west
by
public
Dr. Henderson and family, of Her death is lamented by ;a wide above. Henry Slingluff, according
“ My boy,” said he softly, as they road. Buildings located in centre of main
—While charging a furnace Sun equity to compel Collegeville to va Philadelphia, visited Edward David circle
of friends. A brother and a to Prof.
Brumbaugh’s history reached the cellar, “ I know you ¿M Jik. farm and consist of large stone
cate
or
repeal
an
ordinance
on
the
day evening, Moses Mammiller, an
and family, Sunday.
house containing 10 rooms, with
sister survive: Abram R. Hunsick of the church of the Brethren, was love Eliza with all the strength of
s t a t e n o t ic e .
iron moulder, fell dead from heart part of the telephone or other cor
[¡¡»M L well of neverfailing w ateratdoor.
E state of Frederick Strubel, late of
er,
of
Norristown,
and
Susan,
wife
an
active
member
of
the
church
at
your
noble
heart,
and
you
love
to
Misses
Anna
and
Meta
Vandisease at Pottstown. He left home porations affected.
i i Ai P a B a rn is one of the largest in com Cheltenham township, formerly of Lower
Haagen, of Philadelphia have 'been of Rev. E. J. Laros, of Lansford. Pa, Germantown, the old mother church meet her often, and let me say that munity, stabling for 46 cows and 7 horses. Providence township, Montgomery Co.,
in apparently robust health, and
spending a week with Minerva The funeral was held at Carbondale who accepted the religious beliefs, I have no objection whatever to Double silo attached, capacity 150 tons. deceased. Letters testamentary on the
within a half hour his corpse was
on Tuesday. Rev-. J. H. Hendricks the teachings and doctrines of Alex your doing so; I simply request Large stone wagon house. Double corn- above estate having been granted the un
M ik e ’ s " O n e H o s s O p e n S h a y .’ ’
Weinberger.
taken to his fatnily.
capacity 2000 bushels, driveway be dersigned, all persons indebted to* said
D. D., of this borough, whose wife
Mack. He was a deacon of your presence in this cellar that I crib,
An observing correspondent from
tween. All other outbuildings convenient estate are requested to make immediate
H. M. Hunsicker, of Philadelphia, is an aunt to the deceased, par ander
said church before 1747. He do might give you a much needed and to barn. Large spriughouse over spring payment, and those having legal claims to
Limerick writes that Mike’s “one is visiting Mrs. Mary Preston.
ticipated in the exercises.
nated the ground upon which the useful lesson in economy. Observe, of neverfailing water. The land is in a present the same without delay to
A D r o v e r K ille d .
hoss open shay” is not strong
high state of cultivation, divided into
ANTON MAIER.
Mrs, David Yarnel and son
old
church stands. Though these young man, the little box over in convenient
enough
to
serve
as
a
carrier
of
300
fields, all but one having run Or his attorney, Joseph S. Kratz, H istor
R. Watson Wright, a drover of
Louis
of
Philadelphia,
spent
Mon
people
gave
all
they
had
to
the
that
corner.”
Here
he
turned
the
ning
water.
Also
running
water
a
t
barn.
pounds
of
Irish
avoirdupois
and
a
ical
Hall,
Norristown,
Pa.
Evansburgand
Vicinity.
Dusbore, Pa., was killed at Bridge
day and Tuesday with the Misses
cause of the gospel, yet by their light of his bull’s-eye upon it. Abundance of fine fruit and shade.
port, this county, Thursday night. lot of field and quarry stones for Kratz, on Fifth avenue.
Tract
No.
2
contains
3
acres
with
good
Mrs.
Barrow
has
returned
from
frugality we find Henry Slingluff “ Well, that’s a gas meter and every
S T A T E N O TICE.
and barn and plenty of A
He left the caboose of a freight ballasting, besides. Even the big
owning fifty acres of land in Spring- time that little pointer whirls round house
water, fruit and shade. The abovewft,
E
Miss Mary Custer has returned her visit to Atlantic City.
train to care for one of his horses gray horse objects to such use of
field
township
of
this
county.
This
the
space
of
that
dial
it
means
$1
Lower
Providence township, Montgomery
farm
is
a
model
stock
or
dairyl**li
Master Warren Bossert is spend
that had gotten down in a car. He fancy road furniture and is liable to home after spending a week in
county, deoeased. Letters of administra
farm. One mile from trolley and,
is
before
1734.
From
this
begin
nearer'the
workhouse
for
me,
turn
balky
;
and
then
Mike
will
get
ing
his
vacation
with
Mrs.
John
Norristown.
succeeded in getting the animal on
Convenient to various churches, tion having been granted to the under
ning came the church of the Breth
That’s all, Charles. Now we will railroad.
public school, and Uursinus College. The signed, all persons indebted to said estate
•ts feet and was returning to the mad enough to make some more
Our former townsman, G, Z. Casselberry.
ren
in
America.
Prof.
Brumbaugh
ascend,
and
hereafter
when
the
trouble.
A
number
of
the
farmers
wishing to retire will sell both are hereby notified to make immediate
caboose when he was struck by the
Some of the visitors here on Sun says of the name Dunkard, “that it moon is shining you will not forget owner
Vanderslice of Trenton N. J., was
properties together or separately on easy settlement, and those having duly authen
of
Limerick
are
beginning
to
sympa
locomotive of an express train. He
in town yesterday and called upon day were Mr. and Mrs, Harry Mc is an English vulgarism with abso my leason in economy, will you? terms. For particulars call on. or 'address ticated claims to present them, w ithout
delay to
MRS. c a r o ljIN
: E E. LONGACRE,
Pied soon after his admittance to thize with Mike in his hard searches a number of old friends.
Clure of Philadelphia, Frederick lutely no meaning.” A word with Remember, my boy, to meet her by 8-22-2t.
for
more
stone
and
the
suggestion
is
JOHN S. SMITH, Administrator,
Yerkes, Pa.
Charity Hospital.
Haas
and
Mrs.
Bridge
of
Camden,
no
sense
or
meaning
generally
be
Eagleville, ‘Pa.
moonlight
costs
nothing,
but
to
humbly made that if Mike will get
Miss Jessie Royer, the elocution N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
E. F. Slough, attorney, 411 Swede Street,
comes obsolete, and when used its meter by gaslight Is quite another
a pair of big Mulhooley mules and a ist of Trappe, delivered an address Johnson, of Mont Clare.
Norristown, Pa.
8-22
o r s a l e .
excusable because of an old and al affair. Good night, Charles. The
broad-wheeled wagon and go among to the League of Women Workers at
State of Ohio , City of Toledo, I
Good, clean seed wheat, excellent
Lucas County,
( 68’
the tillers of the soil they will soon the Exposition at Buffalo, Tuesday,
Considerable excitement was most worn out custom or habit; but moon is still shining brightly, I variety. Apply to
s t a t e *n o t i c e .
J a m e s r . w e ik e l ,
. . trank J. Cheney makes oath that he is fix him up in part at least—“just upon the subject of Physical Cul caused here Saturday morning by should you want to say something see. ”
E state of P. Calvin Mensch, late of
Trappe, Pa.
Then the old man skipped blithely 8-29-4t.
¡¡P*senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney because” they like to hear Mike ture. Miss Royer returned from the report that a mad dog bad and mean nothing, say Dunkard—
the borough of Collegeville, Montgomery
®Co. doing business in the city of Toledo, laugh!
county, deceased. Letters testamentary
Pocono, and Delaware Water Gap passed through the village. Near that is if you have nothing to say. up the back stairs to bed.
ounty and State aforesaid, and that said
on the above estate having been granted
Providence Square the dog bit a In the'last quarter of a century the
last week.
ANTED.
hoi wm pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
to the Norristown Trust Company, all
a cow and a dog belonging to D. H. growth of the denomination of the
A man to work on small farm near persons indebted to said estate are re
"CLLARS tor each and every case of Catarrh
To
Save
Her
Child
Astounded
the
Editor.
Brethren
has
wonderfully
increased
Norristown.
Address,
■sat cannot be cured by the use of H all ' s
Miller and a dog owned by George
quested to make payment, and those hav
The Secret is Ont.
W. D. BEYER,
frightful disfigurement Mrs. Nannie
catarrh Cube .
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ing claims to present the same without
Tyson. It is stated that the mad in numbers and its growth has been From
Editor 8. A. Brown, of Bennettsville, 8 C ,
R.
D.
No.
3.
Norristown,
Pa.
Galleger,
of
La
Grange,
Ga.,
applied
BuckSworn to before me and subscribed in my was once immensely surprised. “ Through
delay
a t the office of said company, corner
phenomenal, with colleges, univers- len’s Arnica Salve to great sores on her head
All Saiieville, Ky., was curious to learn
J^sence, this 6th day of December, A. D., long suffering fiom Dyspepsia,” he writes, the cause of the vast improvement in the dened animal was subsequently
Main and DeKalb streets, Norristown,
shot
near
Creamery.
and face, and writes its quick cure exceeded
Pa.
“ my wife was greatly run down. She had health of Mrs. 8. P. Whittaker, who had for
Two brothers, Latimus and Lo
Preaching will be resumed by Dr.
renzo Bigony died of typhoid fever
Hendricks
next
Sunday
morning
at
I’EKJiN — $ 1 .» » P E R Y EA R
Trinity church, this borough. The in Lansdale last week. It is thought
il
IN A D VANCE.
::
the brothers contracted the disease
public cordially invited.
from drinking water from a con
taminated spring in the west Vard
Thursday, August 2 9 , 1901
W . C . T. U .
of that borough. In the family of
A meeting of the Collegeville Rev. F. P. Cassel three persons
union will be held at the home of are down with the disease and
C H U R C H S E R V IC E ».
Mrs. E. A. Krusen, Sept. 3, at 2.30 several more cases have been re
St. J ames’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Bev. A. J. p. m. Members and friends are in ported in the town.Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn vited to be present.

On Tuesday sixteen cows and
one bull, condemned by Dr. S. H.
Price as being affected by tuber
culosis, were killed on the farm of
John F. Betz, near Jeffersonville.
The cows were found to be much
diseased. ,
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Coke Is Cheaper Than Coal I
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A. W. GLEASON,
5
'
Notary Pub’ic.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is ’taken internally
*5®acts directly upon the blood and musurfaces of the system. Send for testi
monials, free.
. ,, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
*Ull’s Family fills are the beat
seal .

no strength or vigor and suffered great distre s from her stomach, but she tried Elec
tric Bitters which helped her at once, and,
after using four bottleq, she is entirely well,
can eat anything. It’s a grand tonic, and
its gentle laxative qualities are splendid for
torpid liver.” For Indigestion, Loss of Ap
petite, Stomach and Liver troubles it’s a
positive, guaranteed cure. Ouly 50c.' ât J,
W. Pulbert’s drug stqre.

a long time endured untold suffering from a
chronic bronchial trouble. “ It’s all due to
Dr. King’s New Di-covery,” writes her hus
band. It completely cured her and also
cured our little granddaughter of a severe
attack of Whooping Cough. It positively
cures Coughs, Colds, LaQrippe, Bronchitis,
all Throat and Lung troubles. Guaranteed
bottles 50e. and $1.00. Trial bottles free at
J. W. Culbert’s drug store.

What a Tale It Tells
. If that mirror of yours shows a wretched,
sallow complexion, a jaundice 1 look, moth
patches and blotches on the skin, it’s a liver
trouble ; but Dr, King’s NeW Life Pills
regulate the liver, purify the blood, give
clear skin, rosy cheeks, rich complexion.
Only 25c. at J. W. Culbert’s drug store.

The laws of health require that the bowels
move once each day and one of the penalties
forjriolating this law is piles. Keep your
bowels regular by taking a dose of Chamber
lain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets when nec
essary and you will never have that severe
punishment Inflicted upon you. Price 25
cents. For sale by W. P. Fenton.

all her hopes. It works wonders in Sores,
Bruises, Skin Eruptions, Cuts, Burns, Scalds
and Piles. 25c. Cure guaranteed by J. W.
Culbert, druggist.

ANTED.
Two apprentice boys in the foundry
department, immediately. Apply a t the
office of the
ROBERTS MACHINE COMPANY.

L

W

W

8-15.

MONTG. EVANS, President.
F. G. HOBSON, Trust Officer.

o t ic e t o b o r o u g h t a x .
P A Y E R S .— The tax duplicate of
O ST!
the Borough Of Collegeville is now in my
ANTED.
Princeton Pin on 26th inst., going
A good girl. No washing or iron hands.. Taxes received from 8 a. m. to 10
p. m.. a t my residence.
from Ursinus College to Drug Store. Suit ing. Wages, $3 per week. Apply a t
WM. P. FENTON,
able reward. Return to College.
725 WEST MARSHALL STREET,
Borough Treasurer.
It.
CHAS. K. LUKENS.
8-15.
Norristown, Pa. 7-25.
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R A IL R O A D S .

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 25,1900.
T r a in s I .e a v e C o lle g e v ille .
F or P erkiomen J unction , Bridgeport
and P hiladelphia —Week days—6.26, 8.12

S ta tistic ia n s agree* th a t th e p opula
tion of th e w orld av era g e s 100 women
to every 100 men.

USE t l VEGETABLE DIARRHŒA MIXTURE
25

TfneMome.

“I’m so tired,” she sighed to the wo
man next door.
‘‘What doing?”
“I’ve been the last four hours at the
photographer’s having an instantane
ous picture of the baby taken.”—Ex
change.

Howitzers are steel breechloading
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39
weapons weighing 2,500 pounds and
u. m.; 6.13 p. m.
F or Allentown —Week days—7.14,10.05 having a length of 6 feet 10 inches.

C E 2ST T S

SURE CORN CURE,

P E R

BO TTLE.

: 10 CENTS PER ROTTLE.
ONION HARVE8T.

Use DR. HÈSS’ PAN-A-CE-A for Diseases in Poultry.

When to Pull Them—
Hon to Build a
Pile and Ventilate It.

----- S O L D A . T -----

C ulbert’s : D rug : Store,

a. m.; 3.19, 6:36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a.
ra.; 7.39 p. m.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
It’s usually when a man speaks with
T r a in s F o r C o lle g e v ille .
L eave P hiladelphia —Week days—6.06, out thinking that be says what he
8.58 a. m.; 1/86, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 thinks.—Philadelphia Record.
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
L eave Bridgeport —Week days —6.43,
R P H A N S ’ C O URT O F M ONT
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
GOM ERY C O UNTY, P A .
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
CONTRACTOR FOR
AUDIT NOTICE —Notice Is hereby given to
Leave Perkiomen J unction—Week days
lieirs,
creditors and all parties in in
—7.09, 9.51« a. m.; 2.58, ¡6.20, p. m. Sun terest legatees,
that the Judge of said court will hear and
days—8.13 a. m.; 7.22 p. m.
pass upon exceptions wherever filed, and audit,
Leave Allentown — Week days—4.25, settle and adjust the foUowiug accounts and
б. 55,9.45 a. m.; 4:35 p. m. Sunday—4.35 make distribution of the balance ascertained to
be in the hands of the accountants at the Court
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.
House, at Norristown, on Thursday, September
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
5,1901, at a t 10 a. m. The accounts will be called
in
the order mentioned below, and* audit con
in effect J une 29, 1901.
tinued until the list is disposed o f:
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf No. 1.—A lthouse —H. Frank Althouse, adm’r
ot Daniel Althouse, dec’d.
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
No. 3.—Christman—Alired H. Derr, ex’tor of
In Steam, Hot
Samuel R. Christman, dec’d.
Weekdays—Express 8.00, 9.00,10.45 a.m.,
Water, and
1.00 (Saturdays only 1.30), 2.00, 3 00, 3 40, No. 4.—D etwiler—John 1*. Detwiler and Isaac
L. Detwiler, ex’tors of John B. Detwiler,
4 00, 4.30, 5.00, £5 40, 7.15, 8 30 p. m. Ac
dec’d.
.
Hot Air.
commodation 6 00 a. m , £5.40, 6.30 p. m.- No. 5.—D etwiler—Job E. Detwiler, adm’torof
Sundays—Ex press7.30,8.00,8 30, 9.00,10.00,
Jones Detwiler, dec’d.
11.00 a. m., 4.45, 7 15 p. m. Accommoda No. 6.—G raber—Jonas K. Graber, Dan’l K.
Sanitary Plum bing and Gas FittOig in all its
G-raber and Franklin K. Graber, ex’tors of
tion 6.00 a. m , 5 00 p. m. $1.00 Excursion
George
Graber,
dec’d.
Branches.
Mercer Boilers, A ctive F ortune Ranges,
daily 7.00 a. m. Additional Sunday, 7.30 No. 7.—H umphrys—Silas Jones, ex’tor of Seth
Cottage Boileis, Gas and Gasoline E n g in e s; R id e r ,- - a. m.
Humphrys, dec’d.
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays— No. 8.—H etstkr—Mary A. Heister and Samuel and E rric sso n ’s H o t A ir P um ping Engines.
P. Heister, adm’tors of John K He ster,
Express, (Monday only 6 4,5), 7.00, 7.45,
E S T IM A T E S F U R N IS H E D ON A P P L IC A T IO N .
(from Baltic Extension only, 7 55), 8.20, No. dec’d.
9.—K line alias F ries —Mary Craft, admin
9.00.
10.15 11.00 a m.,2.50, 4.30, 5.80,7.30, istratrix of Mary Kline alias Mary Fries,
dec’d.
8.30, 9.30 p. ra Accommodation, 5 25, 7.05
a. m., 3.50 p. m. Sundays—Express, 8.45 No. 10.—K e n n e d y —Bryn Mawr Trust Co., admin’tor d. b. n c. t. a. of Margaret Kennedy,
a. m., 3.30, 4 30, 5.00, 6 00, 6.30, 7 00, 7.80,
8.00.
9 30 p. 'm. Accommodation,7.15 a. mNo.
, dec’d.
11.—K irk—D. J arret Kirk and Henry W.
4.32 p. m.
Hallowell, ex’tors of Lydia Kirk, dec’d.
No. 12.—L ust—Hiram R. Hartzell, adm’tor of
Parlor cars on all express trains.
Levi C. Lust, dec’d.
No. 13.—L achm an —R. Brooke Evans, trustee
LEAVE PHILADELPHIA.
under the will of John S. Lachman, dec’d,
For Cape May—Weekdays, 8.30,8 45,11 45
as filed by Thom as B. Evans and Edmund
Evans, ex’tors of R. Brooke Evans, dec’d.
a. m., §1.50, *4.10, £5.30 p. m, Sundays,
No. 14.—M auklky —Thomas Reath, adm’tor c.
8.45, 9.15 a. m , 5.00 p. m.
t.
a. of Ellas and Sarah ddq Markloy, both
For Ocean City—Weekdays, 8 45, 11.45
d.
a. m., 2.15, f4 20, 5.80 p. m. Sundays, 8.45, No dec?
15.—N yce —Samu el E. Nyce, ex’tor of Isaac
9.15 a. m., 5.00 p. m.
•
Nyce, dec’d
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays, 8.45 a. m. No. 16.—N yce —Jonathan Nyce and Samuel E.
Nyce, ex’tors of Rachruel Nyce, dec’d.
2.15, f4 20, 5 30 p. m. Sundays, 8.45 a. m ,
17,—S weeney —John Faber Miller, adm’tor
5 00 p. m. $1 00 Excursion to Cape'May, No. of
Charles Sweeney, dec’d.
Ocean City and Sea Isle City, 7.00 a. m , No. 18.—
T hompson —Bryn Mawr Trust Co.,
daily.
ex’tor and trustee uuder the will of Emily
I :
Thompson, dec’d.
*South St.,4 00 p. m., fSouth S t , 4.15 p.
19.—W k n d l in g e r — William T. Earl, adm’r
ra , JSouth St., 5.30 p. in., South St., 1.45 No. of
Mary
Wendlinger,
dee’d.
p. m.
No. 20.—Z ollers—Francis Nace, trustee for
New York and Atlantic City Express,
Charles F. Zollers, under the will of Charles
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 9.40 a. m.
Zollers, dec’d.
No. 21.—Z ollers—Francis Nace, trustee for To bring business in usually the dull days of the years.
(Saturdays only 1.00 p. m ) 3 40 p. m.
Elmira Rosewarne, under the will of Charles
Leave Atlantic City—Weekdays—8.30 a m.
Zollers, dec’d
2 15 p. m. Sunday—-5.30 p. m.
RHINE RUSSELL FREED,
Detailed time tables at ticket offices.
1 Clerk of the Orphans’ Court.
Many of these pattorns we cannot duplicate, hence the sacri
aug. 8-15-22-29.
W. G. BE8LER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Geo. F. Clamer,

O

Apparatus

M A IN ST., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .

?

3 A GREAT CLEARANCE £

H ow M uch Do You
W aste In a Y ear ?
Put your private affairs on a business
basis.- Your savings are more important
than your earnings. Have a savings ac
count and know where you stand.
We pay you 3 per cent, and keep the
money safely.

The Montgomery Trust Company,
110 W E S T M AIN S T R E E T ,
NORRISTOWN, PA.,

W EST EN D

Marble andGranite Works
N O R R IST O W N , P A .
(C. HENRY FISHER’S OLD STAND.)

Every facility for executing firstclass cemetery work. All designs, in

Marble and Granite.
Orders promptly filled. You will
save from 5 to 10 per cent. In mak
ing your selections at the WEST
END MARBLE WORKS.

H. E. Brandt, Proprietor,
Formerly of Royersford,

702 * 70 4 W. Marshall St
NORRISTOWN, PA.

FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker «■*Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’, experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
¡SlfWill meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5 2

(■rent S la u g h te r in P r ic e s I—Foi
the next SO days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness fin the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else In
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

W. E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

A

m e n d m e n t t o t h e c o n s t it u t io n

PROPOSED TO THE CITIZENS OF
THIS COMMONWEALTH FOR THEIR AP
PROVAL OR REJECTION BY THE GEN
ERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMON
WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,PUBLISH
ED BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF
THE COMMONWEALTH, IN PURSUANCE
OF ARTICLEXV11I OF THE CONSTITU
TION.
A JOINT RESOLUTION,
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth.
Section 1. B 1 resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the Commonwealth
in General Assembly met, That the following is
proposed as amendments to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in accord
ance with the provisions of the eighteenth arti
cle thereof.
Amendment One to Article Eight, Section
One.
Add at the end of Jbtie first paragraph of said
section, after the words - “shall be entitled to
vote at all elections,” the words “subject how
ever to such laws requiring and regulating the
registration of electors as the General Assembly
may enact,” so that the said section shall read
as follows :
Section I. Qualifications of Electors Every
male citizens twenty-one years of age, possess
ing the following qualifications, shall be enti
tled to vote at all- elections, subject however to
such laws requiring and regulating the registra
tion of electors as the General Assembly may
enact :* 1. He shall have been a citizen of the United
States at least one month.
2. He shall have resided in the State one
year (or, having previously been a qualified
elector or native born citizen of the State, he
shall have removed therefrom and returned,
then six months,) immediately preceding the
election.
3. He shall have resided in the election dis
trict where he shall offer to vote at least two
months immediately preceding the election.
4. If twenty-two years of age and upwards,
he shall have paid within two years a State or
County tax, which shall have been assessed at
least two months and paid ai least one month
before the election.
Amendment Two to Article Eight, Section
Seven.
Strike out from said section the words “but no
elèctor shall be deprived of the privilege of vot
ing by reason of his name not being registered,”
and add to said section the following words,
“ but laws regulating and requiring the regis
tration of electors may be enacted to apply to
cities only, provided that such laws be uniform
for cities or the same class,” so that the said
section shall read as follows :
Section 7. Uniformity of Election Laws —All
laws regulating the holding of elections by the
citizens or for the registration of electors shall
be uniform throughout the State, but laws
regulating and requiring the registration of
electors may be enacted to apply to cities only,
provided that such laws be uniform for cities of
the same class.
A true copy ofthe Joint Resolution.
W. W. GRIEST,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
MENDMENY TO THE CO ^STITUTION
PROPOSED TO THE CITIZENS OF
THIS COMMONWEALTH FOR THEIR AP
PROVAL OR REJECTION BY THE GEN
ERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMON
WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, PUB
LISHED BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY
OF THE COMMONWEALTH IN PURSU
ANCE OF ARTICLE XVIII OF THE CON
STITUTION.
A JOINT RESOLUTION,
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and
House.of Re- resentativesof the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met, and
it is hereby enacted by the authority or the
same. That the following is proposed as an
amendment to the Constitution of the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania, in accordance with the
provisions of the Eighteenth article thereof.
Amendment.
Strike out section four of article eight, and
insert in place thereof, as follows;
Sect! n 4. All elections by the citizens shall
be by ballot or by such other method as may be
prescribed by law: Provided, That secrecy in
voting be preserved.
A true copy of the Joint Resolution.
W. W. GRIEST,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

RAMB0 HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
——oOo-----

to

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.

---- oOo----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

L o t N o . 1.
These are Tapestry Brussels
Carpet, regular at 85 and 90 cents. Here in
remnant 5 to 25 yards, 50 cents, and lot of
tapestry ends were 65, now 39 cents.
Lot. N o. 2 .
Velvets, Body Brussels, Axmraster, Moquettes. Some have been sold
as high as $1.25. The price now, 65 cents.
Patterns in some large enough for rooms.
L,ot N o. 3 .
Remnants in Ingrain from 10
to 25 yards at'25 cents, were 40 and 45 cents.
L ot N o. 4.
Some Ingrains of remarkably
odd patterns that sold at -65 cents, now 85
cents.

Some nice patterns at 15 cents*.

C A N T A L O U PE A N D P IC K L E W ORM S.

Coal, Lumber,
------- a n » --------

F E

E

D

.

W m . H. G ristoek’s Sons,
C O L L E G E V IL L E ,

P A .

acts thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery
county will meet the taxpayers of said county
at the following named times and places for the
purpose of receiving the State, county and dog'
taxes for the year 1901, assessed in their respec
tive districts, viz.:
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
urer’s office, from June 1 to September 15, from
8.30 a. m. to 12 tn., and from 1 to 3 p. m.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied by postage for reply, and in all
cases location of property, whether in township
or borough, must be definitely given.
'Inquiries relative to taxes, received after Sep
tember 10th, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 15,1901, will be given into the
hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
added for collection, as per act of Assembly.
HENRY w; HALLOWELL,
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.

PAN-AMERICAN
EXPOSITION : : :

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND THOU8AND TO
SELECT FROM 1

We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers. >
80FT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.

I d “- LEHIGH VALLEY

BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c.

POSITION.
For illustrative descriptive matter, address
CHAS. S. LEE, Genetal Passenger Agent,
New York, enclosiag stamp.

Experiments in cheese curing which
have been conducted for two years at
the Geneva (N. Y.) experiment station
have results of the highest importance
from the commercial standpoint.
Cheeses have been cured at tempera
tures varying from 55 degrees F. to 80
degrees F., the higher temperatures
representing the common factory con
ditions.
Of the cheeses made in 1899 those
cured at 60 degrees F. and below
scored on the average almost five
points higher on flavor and 2.5 points
higher on texture than those cured at
65 degrees F. and above. In 1900 the
average difference in flavor of the
lower temperature was 5.1 points on
flavor and 2.7 points on texture.
This is a matter well worth the at
tention of all cheese factory managers,
because these differences in commercial
quality are sufficient to cause Im
portant differences In the selling price.
Poultry Pointa.

TRACEY, the Hatter,

—EE Y ou C an Do a s EE—
—= Y ou
tion and our work will

HOW TO FEED COWS.

—= P lease ——

Short Suggestion» and Useful Data
For the General Farmer.

you. Try us.
I t Is not necessary that farmers
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too should weigh the dally rations for each
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and cow.
designs to select from.
The quantities of roughage can be
T
Q A v r A D P r o p r ie t o r o f M A R B L E W O R K S , weighed occasionally and then be ap

H

.

JLi. o A 1 L u l l ,

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

«^•COLLEGEVILLE«^

Carriage-W orks!

PHILADELPHIA and

ACCOUNT PAN-AMERICAN EX

Under its new management
would announce to the
public

PATENTS

<prom ptly procured, OB MOFEE.

Send model, sketch, J
2 or photo for free report on patentability. Book *‘How v
Uto Obtain U. 8. and Foreign Patents and Trade-Marks,"S5
J FREE. F airest term s ever offered to in v e n to rs.(;
) PATENT LAWYERS OF 26 YEARS' PRACTICE.(*
t , 20,000 PATENTS PROCURED THROUGH THEM.

*

J All business confidential. Sound advice. Faithful Q
) service. Moderate charges.

a

.s

n o w

&

c o .b

PATENT LAW
YERS,

j 0pp. U. 8. Patent Office,

WASHINGTON, 0. C. >

R. H. GRATER, Prop r.
VOLCANO

m RUBBER

THE 0LDSTAND
E s t a b lis h e d

• - 1875.

* TIRES

PUT ON ALL KINDS OF CARRIAGES
AND BUGGIES.
The Best Rubber Tire in the market, held
in place with an improved double wire re
taining band. PRICES REASONABLE.

proximated in actual feeding, instead
of weighing each lot. The grain -ra
tions can likewise be weighed at the
outset, the quantities of each meas
ured and the ration subsequently fed
by measure.
By making a mixture of the grain
ration in quantity and then measuring
out the total amount demanded per
feed there wfil be little danger of ac
cident owing to carelessness on the
part of the hired help.
A careless feeder who would make
blunders in the use of cottonseed and
gluten meals would not be expected to
recognize individuality in the cows and
ie able to feed them accordingly. Hence
the objection to making a constant
mixture of the grain ration would only

BAKERY
C O LLE G E V ILL E , PA.

FIRST-CLASS

Have been GREATLY
REDUCED in all machine
work and supplies, and
that

EV ER Y EFFORT
Will be put forth to give
our patrons the best possi
ble service on a SMALL
MARGIN of PROFIT.

PU M PS AND
W IN D M ILLS
Furnished and Repaired.
Get our prices before mak
ing your selections.
[]Q§r All kinds of ma
chinery repaired.
♦

Choice Bread

— AND—

AND

Cakes

C A K ES
Baked by the Proprietor
• himself,

IN VARIETY.
Who has had years of experience in bak
Full assortment of Oakes and Confection eries of first grade. All kinds of plain and
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
Ices. Special attention given to supplying orders.
Weddings and Parties.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
JOHN H. CUSTER,
Every effort will be made to please
22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

FARMERS,
Take N otice 1

THE ALBERTSON

Trust and Safe Deposit Co,,
Main and Swede Streets,

NORRISTOWN, PA.
THE ONLY GENUINE

C A P IT A I., $ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 .

(Receives business and gen
eral accounts which you
cheque upon when you
please. You earn 2 percent,
interest while It is with us.
Receives your money you
DEPOSITS. ( can’t
i l l F E E D <60
find a place for on
mortgage. You can with
draw it at any time alter ten
CAN BE HAD OF
days’ notice. You earn 3
per cent, while it Is with us.
(We act as exeeutor, adminj istrator, guardian, trustee,
| or agent. Ready to serve
TRUSTS.
( you in any capacity of trust
O A K S , P A.
Splendid facilities to guard
I estates and finally settle
(them.
( Money always on hand to
D e a le r In t h e B e s t G r a d e s o f
LOANS.
< loan on bond, mortgage, note
( and approved collateral.
L e h ig h a n d S c h u y lk ill .
Prompt, careful attention to all business.
Conservative management. Come see us.
WILLIAM
SOLLY,
President.
SAMUEL E. NYCE,
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Vice President and Trust Officer.
CLEMENT J. CRAFT,
FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
Secretary and Treasurer.
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.

CEREALINE

A. E. HOOD,

Large or small, will be
fully appreciated and must
be filled to the entire
satisfaction of the cus
We might write a book on the
tomer.

E V O L U T IO N
THE ROBERTS MACHINE
COMPANY,
COLLEGEVILLE,

BR EA D

- C O A L -

EV ERY ORDER

5-2.

W m . C. H A R T H ’S

|s t l i p i f l ! l e jja ta f.

TH AT PRICES

Cold Curing Take* the Cheese.

Turkeys and guineas are great for
agers for insects.
Game hens make the best setters and
263 High St., Pottstown.
38 Main St., Norristown. mothers. They are least awkward.
Feed the table scraps to the chickens
rather than to the pigs.
The farmer should always give his
fowls a large run.
Exercise is much better than drugs
as a stimulant for egg production.
Well and decidedly better than
The best egg producers are not al
ways the best market fowls.
Give fresh water twice a day now.
Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi
Watch ont for Uce.

between NEW YORK,

LOW FARES

Company

Of the SEWING MACHINE, beginning with
the first crude inve- tion of Elias Howe,
more than a half century ago, and extend
ing up to the present production of the
WHEELER & WILSON M’F’G. CO. |

PA.

BLACKSMITHING
-----AND-----

CARRIAGE PAINTING
-----AT THE-----

R A IL R O A D

BUFFALO, NIAGARA FALLS,

linas, Georgia and Florida, cucurbit
fields are rarely free from it during
late summer and fall.
The pickle worm feeds on- most vari
eties of cucurbits, but it has a decided
preference for the squash; therefore’
trap plants of summer squash are used
as a protection, and as the trap crop
must be kept growing as long as pro
tection Is necessary seed is planted ev
ery two weeks or so.
The Georgia station in their advising
In regardfto this worm says:
As with most other insects, clean cul
ture will here be of value. Collect and
burn the old cucurbit vines. Trash In
fence corners should be carefully raked
out and burned during the winter.

STIFF HAT8, $1.00 to $2.50.

A tiK A N J) EV E N T

B. H. BREIHOF, Proprietor.

To enumerate all the different classes of work I handle would require too
much space ; let it be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANY
THING in the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and Intelligent consideration)
PRICES QUOTED ON ANY KIND OF WORK.

M achine

Given to orders for all
kinds of plumbing and
pipe fitting. Promptness,
first - class material and
workmanship guaranteed.

8 0 and 82 M ain Street,

NOTHING BUT BUST

G ranite W orks.

Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings.

SPECIAL ATTENTIO N

yj^ B O U T j

For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

(Formerly H. E. Brrndt.)

Roberts

BRENDLINGERS

Q R O W

A V ery Im portant M atter

ROYERSFORD, PA.

On your way to the carpet room stop at
the Shirt Waist counter and make the visit a
doubly paying one to you.

----- T O -----

PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
alltrust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting In fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof Faults.
Send for book with full explanations.

Marble

The

Some that were 30 and 35 cents the yard
can be had now in 20 yard pieces at 20 cents
a yard.

SOMETHING

M ONTGOM ERY EVANS, P r e s i d e n t
F. G. H O B SO N , T r e a s u r e r a n d T r u s t O fficer.

Clam er’s C ollegeville G rist M ills,

Salt Valuable on Barley.

MATTINGS

NORRISTOW N, PA.

Main and DeKalb Sts., Morristown, Pa.

THE PICKLE WORM.

The pickle worm Is destructive main
ly to the fruit of the cantaloupe, squash
and cucumber by eating cavities or
channels In the rind or by boring quite
L ot No 5.
to the interior. The first crop of cu
Best All-Wool Ingrains, pretty curbits, as a rule, escapes Its ravages,
patterns, 15 to 25 yards, were 65 and 70 but late cucurbits are usually badly In
fested.
cents, now 49 cents the yard.
In the north the pickle worm may be
Injurious only during occasional years,
but In the south, particularly the Caro-

2 1 3 and 2 1 5 DeKalb Street,

The Norristown Title, Trost and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital ; $250,000

Common salt, which has long bad a
reputation with many farmers for its Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
value as a fertilizer for barley, while We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
others disbelieved in Its efficacy, has
• Respectfully,
been shown at the Canadian experi
ment farms to be a most valuable agent
F. J. CLAMER,
for producing an Increased crop of that EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
grain, while it Is of much less use when
applied to crops of spring wheat or
oats. Land plaster or gypsum has also
i+1
proved to be of some value as a fer
tilizer for barley, while of very little
& Ò E N T E R P R IS E ^
service for wheat or oats.

Summer Squash a Good Trap Crop.
Clean Culture a Preventive.

ever got.

taxpayers

affords an experience that is a veritable de
E3F” First-class Aeeommodations for Man light. The route is through one of the most
and Beast.
picturesque regions of America.

Both English and German spoken.

some of these—it would be the greatest advertisement this store

O T I€ K
.
N
In pursuance to an Act of Assembly
approved March 17th, 1868, and supplementary

Track Scenic Highway the

' NTOl* AT T H E

We wish every family in the county could get

A

coupled with a ride over the Great Double

When in Norristown, Pa.,

fice in prices.

The thorough farmer has no weeds In
his onions when harvest time comes.
A clean field adds greatly to the pleas
ure and economy of harvesting the
crop. White onions should be pulled
as soon as fungous spots begin to show
on the outer leaves. Pnll three rows at
a time and lay together straight, with
the tops all one way. Let them lie 24
hours, if good weather, before piling.
Two forms of piles are used here, the
small ronnd pile and the long -pile.
For the small pile make a square bot
tom of barrel staves or boards nailed
to cleats. It wlU be the square of the
length of a barrel stave. Pile three
windrows or nine onion rows into one
row of piles. Grasp a large handful of
onions by the tops and set them on the
barrel stave platform with tops out
side and so on around, leaving a six
Inch airshaft and drawing in near the
top.* Keep the onions in and tops out.
Bring the tops together and point up
In a conical or old fashioned beehive
shape. Some weeds or a fertilizer sack
held on with stones finishes the pile.
Such a pile wiU cut out from one to
two bushels.
The long pile Is made by nailing four
or five four inch fence slats upon cross
cleats. On these the onions are piled,
with bulbs in and tops out, drawn In
at the top, making a pile two and a half
feet high. One of our neigttmrs goes
further than this and puts a slat rack
through the middle, so that the air can
have free circulation endwise through
the pile. Another plan where one has
bam room enough is to cart In in bar
rels the day after pulling and leave
the onions in barrel dump piles In rows
on the floor. These rows of piles glvo
an opportunity for the circulation of
air between. After a few days these
piles are turned over Into new piles or
ridges.
Red and yellow onions require less
care than the whites, and some grow
ers pull them into 12 row windrows
and let them lie there for a month, rak
ing them over for a day or two, If good
weather, before carting. But a bright
er onion can be made by piling Into
small piles preventing sunburn and
weathering. Thus advises a Rural New
Yorker correspondent.

prevail in the case of careful reeders
whose care and inteUigence would ena
ble them to feed without accident.
Some farmers condemn gluten meal,
cottonseed meal and dried brewers’
grains outright, while others have fed
them for long intervals with great suc
cess. The latter fact Indicates that
probably those who have had bad re
sults fed carelessly, that the particular
lot of grain was bad or else the cows
to which the material was fed were in
some respects abnormal. In some in
stances it has been reported that gluten
meal, while giving good results com
bined with certain foods, does not work
well with some cows If fed together
with cornmeal.
Some good feeders employ three
pounds or more of cottonseed meal dai
ly, though it is generally held that two
pounds should be the maximum dally
allowance per cow.
Gluten meal may usually be fed more
freely than cottonseed meal.—Rhode Is
land Station. _______

H - Cfflepille Cam® forts.
Good materials and good workmanship.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either
department satisfaction. THE BEST

RUBBER TIRES
IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put
on wheels at reasonable prices. Inferior
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the
best and full value and ample satisfaction
for money expended.

W . J. OGDEN.
T 1V E R Y A N »

BOARDING STABLES

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

BALL BEARING,

O'*“Furniture
Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

tST* C O L L E G E V IL L E

Fnrnitnre Warerooms!
W e a r e n o w p r e p a r e d to offer
o n r c u s t o m e r s g o o d s a t p r ic e s
n e v e r b e f o r e h e a r d o f,
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the b/st in the
market, and are well worth Inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oak, faDcy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.1
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock la
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to.
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

N O . 0There would be nine interesting chapters,
regarding the advancement and improvement
in the FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
Tbrongh all these changes from the No. 1
and No. 2 (which now seem so awkward
with the work running sidewise) we have
maintained the ORIGINAL PRINCIPLE,

The Rotary Motion,

m FURNISHING M

(NO SHUTTLE) and with the addition of
the BALL BEARINGS have now the most
perfect and fastest running machine in the
world.
Up to-date styles of cabinet work.
We frequently have customers tell us they
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
have used one of our SEWING MACHINES
for 25 or 30 years. What better recommend 1 the most careful and painstaking attention

Undertaker *■>Embalmer

At Perkiomen .Bridge Hotel and at the
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.

T E A M S TO

H IR E

1312 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
or carriage to any destination desired.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.
H O R SE C L IP PIN G every weekday.
1ST Contracts for moving goods and
heavy hauling taken.

Ilg^“Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
for sale at reasonable prices.

HENRY YOST, JR.

John 1 . Bechtel,

WHer &W iMMaiftcMi Co.
For SaletiyG. W. YOST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

G ET TOUR P o ste rn P rin te d »(
th e in d e p e n d e n t Office-

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P hone No. 18.

N

o r r is t o w n h e r a l d b o o k

B IN D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor«

